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Abstract 

Mechanical signals affect and regulate many aspects of the cell behaviour, including 

growth, differentiation, gene expression and cell death. This thesis investigates the 

manner by which mechanical stress perturbs the intracellular structures of the cell and 

induces mechanical responses. In order to correlate mechanical perturbations to cellular 

responses, a combined fluorescence-atomic force microscope (AFM) was used to 

produce well defined nanomechanical perturbations while simultaneously tracking the 

real-time motion of fluorescently labelled intracellular organelles in live cells. 

 By tracking instantaneous displacements of mitochondria far from the point of 

indentation, insights can be gained into the long-distance propagation of forces and the 

role of the cytoskeleton in force transmission. Quantitative analysis and tracking of 

mitochondria, using several image registration and tracking techniques, revealed an 

increase of approximately 40% in the mean mitochondrial displacement following AFM 

perturbation. Furthermore, when either the actin cytoskeleton or microtubules were 

disrupted using anti-cytoskeletal drugs, no significant change in mitochondrial 

displacement was observed following indentation, revealing the crucial role of both 

cytoskeletal networks in the long-distance transmission of forces through the cell. 

 In addition, the effect of retinol and conjugated linoleic acid (CLA), compounds 

that have diverse effects on various cellular processes, on the mechanical behaviour of 

the cell was examined: both compounds were found to have a significant detrimental 

effect on the formation of focal adhesions, which was directly correlated to the measured 

cell elasticity (Young’s modulus) of the cell. Furthermore, quantification of 

mitochondrial displacements in response to applied AFM perturbations showed force 
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propagation through the cytoskeleton to be blunted. Treatment of the two compounds in 

combination showed an additive effect. These results may broaden our understanding of 

the interplay between cell mechanics and cellular contact with the external 

microenvironment, and help to shed light on the important role of retinoids and CLA in 

health and disease. 
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1.1 Overview 

The living cell is embedded in a complex mechanical environment, in which its 

behaviour is constantly influenced by mechanical cues arriving from the extracellular 

matrix and from neighbouring cells. These signals regulate various cellular processes 

including differentiation, gene expression and apoptosis. Hence, understanding the 

mechanisms that are involved in cellular transduction of forces are crucial for 

understanding how those forces affect the living cell. Recent advances in live cell 

staining and imaging techniques allow the observation of intracellular structures in high 

temporal and spatial resolution. In addition, the development of new techniques such as 

atomic force microscopy allow for the high-precision measurement and application of 

forces in the nano- and even pico-Newton scale. The ability to visualise changes in the 

intracellular architecture of the living cell in real time, in response to locally applied 

extracellular perturbations, together with quantified measurements of changes in cell 

elasticity, can provide insights into the immediate effect of stress on the behaviour of the 

cell and on the mechanism in which forces are transmitted through the cell. 

 This introduction will first provide a background on the use of atomic force 

microscopy in cell biology, together with a short overview of other techniques used in the 

investigation of single cell mechanics. Second, it will give a brief description of the 

cytoskeleton, the mitochondria and the interaction between them. Third, the current 

models used for describing the mechanical behaviour of the living cell will be discussed. 

Finally, an outline of the thesis will be given. 
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1.2 Atomic force microscopy in cell biology 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) (Binnig, G. et al., 1986), is a technique which utilizes 

a fabricated cantilever with a typical length of 100-400 μm is used to raster scan a sample 

(in the case of imaging), measure nano-scale interaction forces between the tip and the 

sample, or manipulate an object (Figure  1-1). The tip of the cantilever is usually a 

pyramid of about 3 μm high, possessing an apex with a diameter ranging typically from 

1-60 nm (Figure  1-1b). 

 
 
Figure  1-1. AFM diagram and cantilever images. 

(a) In imaging, the cantilever raster scans the sample line by line, and topography changes in the 

sample result in deflection of the cantilever. This leads to changes in the intensity distribution of 

the laser beam between the 4 segments of the photodiode. The resulted voltage change can then 

be translated into force units for a known cantilever sensitivity and spring constant, using 

Hooke’s Law: F=-kd. (b) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of an MSCT cantilever. 

Scale bars: upper-left: 20 μm, upper-right and bottom: 2 μm. 
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 Cantilevers are usually batch microfabricated from single crystal silicon or 

silicon-nitride and often coated with a reflective metal such as gold or aluminium. The 

cantilever is mounted on a piezo-electric ceramic crystal (in the case of the JPK 

microscope used in these experiments), which can accurately control its position in a 

three dimensional space under controlled feedback; Some AFM setups, though, use a 

fixed cantilever, while having the sample mounted on the piezo-scanner instead. A laser 

beam is reflected from the top side of the cantilever to a four-quadrant photo-detector, 

which detects both the lateral and vertical deflection of the laser (Figure  1-1a) with a sub-

nm vertical resolution limited by the thermal fluctuations of the surrounding medium. 

  The cantilever can be modelled as a spring, and if the spring constant (k) and the 

deflection of cantilever (d) are known, the applied force can be calculated using Hooke’s 

Law: 

(Eq. 1.1)        dkF ⋅−=  

Although the manufacturer usually specifies the k value of the cantilever, the exact value 

can vary due to the difficulty in controlling the geometry and thickness of the fabricated 

cantilevers (Levy, R. & Maaloum, M., 2002). There are several methods that can be used 

to determine k of an AFM cantilever. In this study, k was determined using the ‘thermal 

fluctuation’ method (Levy, R. & Maaloum, M., 2002). In this method, the cantilever is 

modelled as a harmonic oscillator with one degree of freedom that is in equilibrium with 

its surrounding and will fluctuate in response to thermal noise (Hutter, J.L. & Bechhoefer, 

J., 1993). The Hamiltonian for this system is: 

(Eq. 1.2)    22
0

2

2
1

2
dm

m
pH ω+=  
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Here, d is the displacement of the oscillator, m is the oscillating mass, p is the momentum 

and ω0 is the resonant frequency. From the equipartition theorem (Hutter, J.L. & 

Bechhoefer, J., 1993), the average value of each quadratic term in the Hamiltonian is 

equal to kBT/2, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature: 

(Eq. 1.3)    Tkdm B2
1

2
1 22

0 =ω  

As ω0
2 = k/m, the spring constant can be solved from the mean squared displacement: 

 (Eq. 1.4)                      
2d
Tkk B=  

This implies that the spring constant of a freely fluctuating cantilever can be estimated 

when the average square of vertical displacements (d) are sampled at the Nyquist 

frequency or higher (as determined by its resonant frequency) and the average mean 

square displacements <d2> are determined. It is important to note that as there are other 

sources of noise beside of thermal oscillations, the data should be examined in the 

frequency domain, in order to isolate their contribution. Then, the spring constant can be 

calculated by integrating the cantilever resonance in the measured power spectrum, which 

equals the mean square of the fluctuations (Hutter, J.L. & Bechhoefer, J., 1993). This 

method is easy to implement, and was found to be an accurate approach for evaluating 

the spring constant of both rectangular and triangular cantilevers used here and in the 

majority of modern AFM studies (Levy, R. & Maaloum, M., 2002). 

 Due to its high resolution capabilities, AFM imaging enables structures to be 

resolved in the sub-nanometre level and forces in the piconewton range. In addition, the 

ability to work in an aqueous environment, without the need for sample treatment (such 

as a special coating or fixation) prior to experiments has made the AFM ideal for use in 
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investigating biological samples such as live tissues, cells and even single molecules, 

under physiological conditions. This has facilitated both nanoscale imaging of live cells 

(Putman, C.A. et al., 1994) and the measurement of various mechanical and material 

properties of living cells, such as elasticity (Charras, G. & Horton, M.A., 2001; 

Radmacher, M. et al., 1992) and mechanical dynamics (Pelling, A.E. et al., 2004; Rotsch, 

C. et al., 1999).  

The AFM has become an attractive tool for investigating mechanical and material 

properties of biological samples in their native conditions. These include the investigation 

of cellular strain distribution and cytoskeleton disruption in response to stress (Charras, 

G.T. & Horton, M.A., 2002a), and the extraction of Young’s modulus and determination 

of elasticity properties (Radmacher, M. et al., 1996; Vinckier, A. & Semenza, G., 1998; 

Wu, H.W. et al., 1998). During such experiments, living cells can be kept at 

physiological conditions by heating of the stage on which the culture dish is mounted or 

having the whole microscope apparatus inside a controlled incubator. pH levels can be 

monitored and adjusted during the experiment using buffered culture media. Recent 

technical developments have integrated traditional microscopy methods, such as 

fluorescence and laser scanning confocal microscopes with AFM systems. This has 

enabled the simultaneous measurement of material properties of living cells and their 

biological responses and signalling pathways to be made (Charras, G.T. & Horton, M.A., 

2002a; Haupt, B.J. et al., 2006; Lehenkari, P.P. et al., 2000). The combined AFM-

fluorescence apparatus can also be used to apply controlled mechanical perturbations on 

the living cell, while imaging the real-time deformations and/or displacements that occur 

inside the cell, as was done here. Figure  1-2 shows the AFM head mounted on top of an 
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Olympus IX71 fluorescence microscope (a), and an overlay of optical and florescent 

images, where mitochondria dyed with MitoTracker Red (Invitrogen) can be seen as red 

spherical particles (Figure  1-2b). The triangular cantilever of the AFM can be seen on the 

top-right corner. During the application of predefined forces via the AFM cantilever 

(Figure  1-2c) both optical and fluorescent images can be acquired. 

 

Figure  1-2. AFM-fluorescence microscopy setup for live-cell measurements 

The AFM-fluorescence combined microscopy used in our study. (a) The AFM head mounted on 

Olympus IX71 fluorescence microscope. (b) Overlay of optical and fluorescence images of a 

NIH-3T3 cell stained with the live-cell mitochondria-specific dye MitoTracker Red (Invitrogen). 

The top side of the AFM cantilever can be seen on the top-right corner. Scale bar: 10 μm. (c) 

side-view of the cell with the AFM cantilever indenting from above. 

1.2.1 Operation modes of AFM 

The most straightforward mode of work is contact mode, where the AFM tip is kept in 

constant contact with the sample throughout the operation. The cantilever is scanned over 

a predefined area, line by line, in a raster scan fashion. As the cantilever traces the 

surface topography, it is deflected vertically and causes the reflected laser beam to move 
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up and down, resulting in voltage changes on the photodiode. This voltage change is fed 

back to the z-component of the piezo scanner, which control the vertical positioning of 

the cantilever. This allows one to maintain a set force (‘setpoint’) between the tip and the 

sample. This line-by-line scanning reveals the topography of the surface by using the 

height change of the piezo (‘height signal’) to map the surface. Another channel that is 

often recorded during a scan is the ‘error signal’ (or ‘vertical deflection’), which 

represents the difference between the setpoint and the cantilever deflection. This 

deflection image, being close to the first derivative of the topography image, emphasizes 

the edges of surface features and often reveals more subtle information than the 

topography image does. The disadvantage of this mode is the strong lateral forces exerted 

by the tip on soft samples such as cells, where the indentation into the probed sample 

limits the achieved resolution. 

 In order to overcome the problem of lateral drag forces exerted on the sample, 

tapping mode method can be used (Hansma, P.K. et al., 1994). In this mode, the base of 

the cantilever is sinusoidally driven at a frequency that is close to the cantilever 

resonance frequency. Rather than recording the deflection of the cantilever, the amplitude 

of the resulting cantilever oscillation is recorded and maintained by the feedback system. 

When the oscillating tip reaches the sample, the amplitude is dampened. The feedback 

system adjusts the height accordingly, to maintain constant amplitude, and the recorded 

piezo height represents the surface topography. This method greatly reduces the lateral 

forces and can achieve resolutions down to the nanometre level, allowing imaging of 

cells (Putman, C.A. et al., 1994) and single molecules (San Paulo, A. & García, R., 2000). 

In addition to amplitude detection, it is possible to detect the phase change, i.e., the phase 
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lag of the cantilever oscillation relative to the signal sent to the piezo scanner. This allows 

one to gain information about tip-sample interactions and determination of material 

properties such as elasticity (Chen, X. et al., 1998).   

 In the study presented here, the focus was mainly on employing the AFM probe 

as a local indenter rather than a tool for topographical imaging. In addition, the AFM was 

used to extract mechanical properties of living cells. By analysing the indentation of the 

tip into the sample as a function of force, the elasticity, or Young’s modulus, of the 

sample can be determined from so-called force-distance curves. 

 

1.2.2 Force curve analysis and Young’s modulus derivation 

A ‘force-distance’ curve is obtained by recording the force acting on the AFM cantilever 

as it lowered into contact with a sample and until it reaches a predetermined setpoint 

(‘approach curve’). At this point the piezo is retracted back to its original point (‘retract 

curve’). The cantilever deflection is recorded as a function of the distance travelled by the 

piezo. For a rigid surface, such as glass, where there is negligible indentation into the 

surface, the relationship between the bending of the cantilever and the movement of the 

piezo is linear (assuming no non-linear time or voltage-dependent behaviour of the 

photodetector and cantilever). This is normally used for calibration of the deflection 

sensitivity, converting the photodiode voltage signal (V) into cantilever deflection units 

(nm). When the cantilever tip is retracted from the surface, surface-tip adhesion forces 

will cause downwards bending of the cantilever (showing as negative force) and a rupture 

event that occurs when the tip detaches and leaps back to the non-contact position of zero 

force (Figure  1-3A). 
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Figure  1-3. AFM force curves obtained on rigid and soft surfaces. 

The approach of the cantilever towards the surface starts at the right side of the curve and is 

represented by a black line. When the cantilever reaches a set force it begins to retract from the 

sample (red line). (A) A force-distance curve obtained on glass dish in liquid. The contact point 

between the tip and the rigid surface is easy to locate, and the slope of the curve is linear, as every 

displacement in the piezo is directly translated to cantilever deflection. Unspecific adhesion event 

between the tip and the surface can occur and result in what seems as a negative force as the 

cantilever bends downwards. A rupture events occurs as the tip detaches from the surface and 

return to its original state. (B) A force-distance curve obtai1ned on a live cell. Here, the contact 

point is difficult to determine exactly, and the slope of the curve is non-linear due to indentation 

of the AFM tip into the soft sample. 

 

 While for rigid surfaces the slope of the force-distance curve is linear in the 

contact region (Figure  1-3A), in soft samples such as cells the slope is non-linear due to 

indentation of the tip into the sample (Figure  1-3B). By analysing the shape of the force-

distance curve, materials properties of the sample such as stiffness, or Young’s modulus 

(E), can be determined by using the Hertz model for either a conical (Eq. 1.5) or spherical 

(Eq. 1.6) indenter (Hertz, H., 1882; Radmacher, M. et al., 1995). Figure  1-4 shows the 

two types of indenters. 
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Figure  1-4. Conical and spherical indenters. 

(a) Relationships between the force applied (F), Young’s modulus of the sample (E) and 

indentation depth (δ). ν is Poisson’s ratio of the sample, α is half the opening angle of the conical 

indenter, and R is the radius of the spherical indenter. (b) Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 

images of conical (b1) and spherical (b2) indenter. The latter is a Polystyrene microsphere of ~19 

μm diameter. Scale bars are: b1, 20 μm (left) and 2 μm (right); b2, 100 μm (left) and 10 μm 

(right). 
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(Eq. 1.5)    2
2 )tan(
)1(

2 δα
νπ −

=
EFcone  

(Eq. 1.6)    2/3
2 )1(3

4 δ
ν

REFsphere −
=  

These equations relate between the force (F) that is applied to the sample and the 

indentation (δ) of the tip into the sample. E is the Young’s modulus of the sample. The 

indentation (δ) can be calculated from the known movement of the piezo (z) and the 

measured cantilever deflection (d): 

(Eq. 1.7)     dz −=δ  

On a rigid substrate, the cantilever deflection (d) equals the piezo displacement (z) and 

there is no indentation (δ = 0), but on a soft sample such as cell membrane the deflection 

is reduced by the indentation (δ). The value for cantilever deflection (d) is obtained by 

dividing the recorded force (F) by the cantilever spring constant (k) (Eq. 1.1). 

 The other parameters in the equations are: α, the half opening angle of the tip for 

conical indentation (Eq. 1.5), and R, the sphere radius in the case of sphere indentation 

(Eq. 1.6). Poisson’s ratio (ν) is the ratio between the contraction (the traverse strain) and 

the extension (axial strain that is in the direction of the applied load) of the material. It is 

difficult to determine ν for a complex and heterogeneous system such as a cell. Several 

studies have adopted the convention of assuming a Poisson ratio of 0.3-0.5 for living cells 

(Mahaffy, R.E. et al., 2004; Maniotis, A.J. et al., 1997; Trickey, W.R. et al., 2006), with 

consistent results indicating a ν value of ~0.3 to be with agreement with YM 

measurements (Mahaffy, R.E. et al., 2004; Trickey, W.R. et al., 2006), which was the 

value used in this study. 
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 A spherical indentation differs from a conical indentation in both the contact area 

and indentation profile, and the two can be used to compare local versus global stiffness 

variations (See Chapter 4). Spherical indentation has a much larger surface area (>10 μm2 

for a 200 nm indentation) when compared to a conical indentation where the contact 

surface area for a 200 nm indentation is < 100 nm2. The absolute YM values obtained 

using conical tips are usually higher than those obtained with spherical tips (Radmacher, 

M. et al., 1995). This is mainly due to the small contact area of the tip with the sample, 

where the tip is almost in direct contact with single actin filaments and is influenced by 

their high YM of around ~2GPa (Kojima, H. et al., 1994), and thus force is dissipated 

directly into the cytoskeleton. On the other hand, the spherical beads have a large contact 

area with the cell and are more highly influenced by the cell membrane and cytoplasm as 

it flows through the cytoskeleton in response to the applied force, and force is mainly 

dissipated into the cytoplasm and membrane. 

 Fitting of force curves measured on live cells to the Hertz model is usually done 

for small indentations of <1000 nm. This is in order to minimize the contribution of the 

stiff substrate, to which the cell adheres, to the YM measurement (Solon, J. et al., 2007). 

Therefore, deeper indentations will usually result in increasing calculated YM values. 

Figure  1-5 shows a force-indentation plot, derived from a force curve measurement with 

a maximum load of 2 nN. The highest calculated value for E was ~3 kPa when the full 

indentation of ~1.7 μm was fitted with the Hertz model. For lower indentation depths the 

calculated E was slightly smaller and gradually dropped down to ~2.6 kPa for an 

indentation of 200 nm (purple line). 
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Figure  1-5. Young’s modulus as a function of indentation depth fit. 

The squares represent the measurement of a single force-curve with a maximum load of 2 nN 

obtained on a live 3T3 fibroblast cell. The data was then fitted with the Hertz model for a conical 

indenter, for different indentation depths: 0-200 nm, 0-500 nm, 0-1000 nm and the full 2nN 

indentation range that corresponded to 0~1700 nm. The corresponding calculated YM values (E) 

increase together with an increase in indentation.  
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1.3 Other techniques for investigation of single cell 

mechanics 

This section will present a brief summary of several other important experimental 

techniques that have contributed to the understanding of the mechanical properties of 

single cells. A More comprehensive review of the different methods can be found at 

(Huang, H. et al., 2004) and (Lim, C.T. et al., 2006).  

 Micropipette aspiration technique involves aspiration of a portion of the cell into 

a tube with a diameter of a few micrometres (usually between 1-8 μm), using a known 

suction pressure (typically between 0.1-105 Pa). The geometry of the deformation and the 

known pressure are then used investigating the mechanical properties of the cell 

(Hochmuth, R.M., 2000). An early example for the use of this methods is the 

investigation viscoelasticity and cortical tension of red blood cells   (Evans, E. & Yeung, 

A., 1989; Evans, E.A., 1973). 

 Optical tweezers (laser traps) are a highly sensitive technique in which dielectric 

spherical beads are trapped at the focus of a laser beam  (Ashkin, A., 1997). The surface 

of the bead is functionalized and can be attached to a cell membrane or other molecules. 

The laser beam creates a field that ‘traps’ the bead at the focal point, allowing 

measurement of forces acting on the bead. Using this method, forces such as those 

generated by single molecules such as kinesin motors (Kuo, S. & Sheetz, M., 1993) and 

cytoskeleton-integrin linkage (Choquet, D. et al., 1997) were successfully measured.  

This method was also used for stretching individual dsDNA molecules and characterising 

their mechanical behaviour (Smith, S.B. et al., 1996). 
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 Magnetic tweezers technique uses electromagnetic field rather than an optical one, 

and is used to generate forces on small paramagnetic beads with a typical size of 0.1-5 

μm. Resulting displacements of the beads can then be used to deduce mechanical 

properties of living cell. Beads were functionalized and bound to integrin receptors on the 

membrane to measure local viscoelastic properties of adherent fibroblast cells (Bausch, 

A.R. et al., 1998) and their response to deformations (Coughlin, M.F. & Stamenovic, D., 

2003). In the magnetic twisting cytometry method, a modification of the above technique, 

a ferromagnetic bead is twisted vertically and the cell response to sinusoidal perturbations 

is measured. This allows to measure cell response to varying frequencies (Fabry, B. et al., 

2001) and to investigate integrin-cytoskeleton linkage and the transmission of 

extracellular forces to the cytoskeleton (Wang, N. et al., 1993). 

 Traction force microscopy technique is useful for measuring traction forces 

exerted by individual cells plated on a substrate by inspection of the wrinkle formation on 

the substrate (Harris, A. et al., 1980). Improvement of the method included embedding of 

beads in the substrate and tracking their displacement in order to elucidate deformation 

maps (Dembo, M. et al., 1996). Another variation was plating the cells on an array of 

elastic pillars, allowing measurements local forces due to deflection of individual pillars 

(Tan, J.L. et al., 2003). 
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1.4 The cytoskeleton 

An elaborated network of filamentous protein fibres is spread throughout the cytoplasm 

in an organised fashion to form the intracellular cytoskeleton. The cytoskeleton gives 

cells their mechanical strength, the ability to migrate, to separate chromosomes during 

cell division and to transport organelles and other cargos throughout the cell. The 

cytoskeleton forms an elaborated network of tracks on which cargos, both membrane-

bound such as the Golgi and mitochondria and non membrane-bound such as mRNA and 

protein, can be transported (Hirokawa, N., 1998; Vale, R.D., 2003). Three types of 

filaments that make the cytoskeleton include the actin filaments, intermediate filaments 

and microtubules. A brief summary of the three is given here (Alberts B., B.D., Lewis J., 

Raff M., Roberts K. and Watson J.D., 2002). 

 The actin filaments (Figure  1-6, a) are typically located below the plasma 

membrane and are cross-linked by a variety of proteins, including motor proteins such as 

myosin, which can generate forces and perform mechanical work. They are assembled 

from subunits called G-actin and are roughly 8 nm thick in diameter. The filaments are 

also linked to the plasma membrane through the membrane-spanning integrins, allowing 

signals from the extracellular matrix to be transmitted to the cytoskeleton, and vice versa 

(Burridge, K. & Chrzanowska-Wodnicka, M., 1996; Maniotis, A.J. et al., 1997). 

 Microtubules (Figure  1-6, b) are hollow, cylindrical filaments of approximately 

25 nm in diameter, which are formed by the assembly of tubulin monomers. Individual 

microtubules originate from the centrosome that is near the nucleus, and can span the 

entire cell. They play an important role in organelle transport and organization, in cell 
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division and chromosome distribution, and in mechanical stabilisation of the cell (Ingber, 

D.E., 1993). 

 Intermediate filaments (Figure  1-6, c), unlike actin filaments and microtubules, 

are not polarised and are made of elongated polypeptide rods that are arranged in a 

coiled-coil structure of about 8-10 nm in diameter. They are located in two separate 

systems, one in the nucleus and one in the cytoplasm. Their main role is believed to be 

that of a passive mechanical absorber and providing of structural reinforcement, 

particularly in cells that need to withstand strong mechanical stress such as epithelial 

cells (Herrmann, H. et al., 2007). Apart from the structural contribution, intermediate 

filaments were found to have cell-type specific physiological roles and also contribute to 

some gene-expression programmes (Herrmann, H. et al., 2007). 

 Various motor proteins are associated with actin filaments and microtubules (Vale, 

R.D., 2003). They act as transporters for delivering vesicles and moving organelles 

around the cell, and as generators of mechanical force that control functions such as cell 

division and migration. Three major motor classes are the myosin, dynein and kinesin. 

The myosins interact with actin filaments and generate contractile stresses. They can 

form actomyosin complexes, by interacting with neighbouring filaments, and generate 

relative movement and active stress within the actin network. Kinesin and dynein are 

microtubule-associated motor proteins and are capable of directed motion towards either 

the plus-end or minus-end of the microtubule, respectively. They have a crucial role in 

the transportation of proteins, vesicles and other organelles throughout the cell (Huang, 

J.D. et al., 1999). 
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Figure  1-6. Actin filaments, microtubules and intermediate filaments. 

Fluorescent images of 3T3 fibroblast cells fixed and stained for either the actin filaments (a, 

stained with Phalloidin Alexa Fluor 488), microtubules (b, stained with Alexa Fluor 546-

conjugated α-tubulin antibodies) and intermediate filaments (Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated 

vimentin antibody). Scale bars are 10 μm. 
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1.5 The mitochondria 

Mitochondria were discovered 60 years ago and are known to be the organelles in which 

oxidative energy metabolism takes place, generating most of the cell’s supply of ATP 

(Kennedy, E.P. & Lehninger, A.L., 1949). Mitochondria range in size but are typically 

between 0.5μm to 1μm long, and there are typically hundreads to thousands of 

mitochondria per cell, depending on cell type, making up 15-20% of the cell volume 

(Bereiterhahn, J. & Voth, M., 1994). Mitochondria are highly dynamic organelles and 

constantly change their shape and location in the cell (Okamoto, K. & Shaw, J.M., 2005). 

The morphology of mitochondria varies between cell types and between cell states. 

Constant fusion and fission events govern the dynamic morphology of mitochondria, 

ranging from elaborated, branched networks (formed by fusion of individual 

mitochondria) to small bean-shaped individual mitochondria (due to mitochondrial 

fission)  that are dispersed throughout the cytoplasm (Okamoto, K. & Shaw, J.M., 2005; 

Shaw, J.M. & Nunnari, J., 2002). 

 Mitochondria are transported throughout the cell on the actin and microtubule 

cytoskeletal networks. Microtubules were the first cytoskeletal element found to be 

directly associated with mitochondria (Heggeness, M.H. et al., 1978) and are used by 

mitochondria for active transportation throughout the cell, facilitated by cargo-carrying 

microtubule motors dynein and kinesin, which make the predominant mechanism for 

mitochondrial movement (Lee A. Ligon, O.S., 2000; Vale, R.D., 2003).  
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Figure  1-7. Mitochondrial structure and cytoskeleton transportation. 

Mitochondria use both the actin filaments and microtubules for intracellular transportation (with 

the aid of motor proteins such as kinesin, dynein and myosin) and are also shown to leap from 

one type of filaments to the other (b). a, from (Lodish, H. et al., 1995) ; b, from (Reynolds, I.J. & 

Rintoul, G.L., 2004). 

  

 More recent studies showed that actin filaments also have an important role in 

facilitating mitochondrial organization in yeast (Drubin, D. et al., 1993) and vertebrate 

neurons (Morris, R. & Hollenbeck, P., 1995), and controlling mitochondrial movement 

and morphology (Rudiger Suelmann, R.F., 2000). Transportation on actin filaments is 

facilitated by myosins (Vale, R.D., 2003), and is usually over shorter distances, in 

comparison  with microtubule transport (Kulik, A.V. et al., 2006; Romagnoli, S. et al., 

2007). Leaping of mitochondria between actin filaments and microtubules, in vitro, has 

also been observed (Reynolds, I.J. & Rintoul, G.L., 2004; Romagnoli, S. et al., 2007).  

 Given the direct association of mitochondria with the intracellular cytoskeleton, 

its abundance throughout the cytoplasm and the readily available live-cell mitochondrial 

dyes, this organelle was an ideal choice to be used as a natural cellular marker for 

investigation of force transduction in live cells (see Chapters 2 and 3). 
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1.6 Mechanical models of the cell 

Mechanical forces affect and regulate essential cellular processes, such as gene 

expression, migration, protein synthesis and proliferation (Alenghat, F.J. & Ingber, D.E., 

2002; Chen, K.D. et al., 1999; Janmey, P.A. & McCulloch, C.A., 2007). In addition to 

other environmental signals, mechanical forces can induce morphological changes and 

affect various signalling pathways in the cell (Ingber, D.E., 1997). Examples include the 

effect of mechanical load on cytoskeletal stiffening (Wang, N. et al., 1993), on 

phosphorylation of kinases (Takahashi, M. et al., 1997), and on activation of growth 

factors (Sadoshima, J. & Izumo, S., 1997). A more recent study even shows how direct 

mechanical stretching of an actin stress fibre can activate mechanosensitive ion channels 

in eukaryotic cells (Hayakawa, K. et al., 2008). Also, mechanical force was shown to 

regulate the expression of various genes and even block cell cycle progression in colon 

cancer cells (Avvisato, C.L. et al., 2007). Different mechanical models have been 

developed, which aim to explain experimental observations and to describe the 

mechanical environment of the living cell. However, there is no one ‘correct’ model that 

could perfectly describe the mechanical nature of the cell. The ability of a model to 

describe an experimental observation is highly dependent on the type of cell, the 

experimental conditions, the size scale of the observation and also the time scale (Zhu, C. 

et al., 2000).  

 Early studies of cell mechanics considered the cell as a homogenous continuum 

structure and looked at the distribution of stress and strain on the cellular level. From 

models simulating the cell as a viscous fluid surrounded by a cortical shell (Evans, E. & 

Yeung, A., 1989) and later on more complex models, which take into consideration two 
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different tensions of both a plasma membrane and a nuclear membrane, together with two 

separate viscosities for the cytoplasm and the nucleus interior (Dong, C. et al., 1991; 

Hochmuth, R.M. et al., 1993; Kan, H.C. et al., 1998; Theret, D.P. et al., 1988). These 

models were adequate in explaining some experimental observations, such as blood 

granulocytes flow (Evans, E. & Yeung, A., 1989) and whole-cell deformations of 

leukocytes (Dong, C. et al., 1988) during micropipette aspiration. However, In spite of 

being an accurate representation of the cell, these models failed to explain certain 

observations, such as the recovery of cells back to their original shape after being 

expelled from the micropipette (Tran-Son-Tay, R. et al., 1998). In addition, treating 

suspended cells as a continuum would suit when describing whole-cell deformations, but 

would not be adequate for smaller scale mechanical observations (Zhu, C. et al., 2000). 

 In recent years it had become more and more apparent that many other 

observations cannot be accounted for by using the continuum approach alone. These 

include the non-uniformity of the distribution of strain throughout the cell (Bausch, A.R. 

et al., 1998; Helmke, B.P. et al., 2003; Helmke, B.P. et al., 2001), and the propagation of 

forces over long distances across the cytoskeleton (Maniotis, A.J. et al., 1997). The main 

limitation of the continuum models is not taking into account the heterogeneous interior 

of the cell, which includes various cellular organelles, cytoskeleton and nucleus. This 

idea led to the development of ‘discrete’ models, which take into consideration the role of 

discrete cytoskeletal structures in describing the mechanical behaviour of the cell. 

 The shape and the mechanical properties of tissue cells depend largely on the 

cytoskeleton and on the ECM to which the cells are anchored. As described in  1.4, the 

cytoskeleton consists of actin filaments, intermediate filaments and microtubules. These 
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three filamentous systems are not only believed to maintain the mechanical stability of 

the cell but also to provide mechanical interactions all the way from the membrane down 

to the nucleus (Ingber, D.E., 1993; Wang, N. et al., 1993). A structural model that is 

based on Buckminster Fuller’s theory of synergy between balanced tension and 

compression components is the tensegrity model (Ingber, D.E., 1993). This model 

describes a system that is made of tensile elements, cables, which are under constant 

tensile tension and provide the stability and shape to the structure. This is tension is often 

termed ‘prestress’. In the cell, the actin filaments of the CSK are usually regarded as the 

tensed cables. The counter-balance to the tensed cables can be provided both externally 

(by the extracellular matrix, in the case of a cell) and internally (by compression-resistant 

elements of the cytoskeleton). During externally applied stress, actin filaments do not 

bend or twist, but rather rotate, change their spacing and length to regain equilibrium. 

 

Figure  1-8. The cell as a tensegrity model. 

(A) A sculpture by Kenneth Snelson that first visualised the tensegrity model. Tensed cables are 

supported by compression-bearing rods. (B) A diagram of the force balance between tensed actin 

microfilaments (MFs), intermediate filaments (IFs), compressed microtubules (MTs) and the 

ECM. Compressive forces borne by microtubules (top) are transferred to ECM adhesions when 

microtubules are disrupted (bottom) causing substrate traction (see text for details). From (Ingber, 

D.E., 2003a). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tension_%28mechanics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_compression
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In the tensegrity model, as shown in Figure  1-8, the tension of the tensile elements 

(cables) is balanced by compressive elements (rods). This interaction between the tensile 

and compressive networks gives the cell its mechanical stability. In adherent cells, the 

actin filaments are regarded as tensile elements, while microtubules are regarded as 

compression elements. In addition, the extracellular matrix also balances some of the 

CSK tension. According to this model, therefore, the CSK works together with the 

extracellular matrix to form a stable, mechanical system (Ingber, D.E., 1993; Stamenovic, 

D. & Ingber, D.E., 2002). According to the tensegrity model, the role the actin network 

(combined with dynamic actin-myosin interactions) is to carry the prestress, distributing 

it throughout the cell to maintain shape and stability, while the role of microtubules is to 

carry compression to balance this prestress. When large loads are applied, the role of the 

intermediate filaments in tension-bearing becomes more crucial, while under small loads 

their contribution is negligible (Maniotis, A.J. et al., 1997; Wang, N. & Stamenovic, D., 

2000). The tensegrity model helped identifying the relative contributions of the different 

CSK components to the observed behaviours. Treatments with microtubule-disrupting 

drugs led to observed increase in the traction forces exerted by the cell to the underlying 

substrate, confirming their role as compression-bearing elements (Stamenovic, D. & 

Ingber, D.E., 2002; Wang, N. et al., 2001). A more recent study showed the existence of 

tensile stress in actin filaments, where single actin stress fibres recoiled following 

incision with laser nanoscissors (Kumar, S. et al., 2006). 

However, being a rather simplistic way of describing the balance of mechanical 

forces in the living cell, some observations do not support the tensegrity model and there 

is still much debate about the validity and universality of this theory (Ingber, D.E. et al., 
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2000). One example is the highly localized responses observed in fibroblasts in response 

to mechanical probing, rather than integrated, spatially broad responses that would have 

been predicted by the tensegrity model (Heidemann, S.R. et al., 1999). Another important 

point of dispute is the lack of temporal dimension to the tensegrity theory, i.e. not being 

able to take into consideration the time-dependency of many mechanical observations 

(Buxbaum, R. et al., 1987; Ingber, D.E. et al., 2000; Thoumine, O. & Ott, A., 1997).  

 Other discrete models include the percolation model and the cellular solid model. 

These models look at the actin network for describing the mechanical behaviour of the 

cell. The percolation model (Forgacs, G., 1995) uses phase transitions, which are caused 

by intracellular changing of polymer concentration, to describe the changes in network 

connectivity, rather then relying on a constant prestress in the system as does the 

tensegrity model. The cellular solid model, suggested by Satcher and Dewey, models the 

cytoplasm of endothelial cells as solid foam, due to the complex interconnected network 

of actin filaments, and looks at the bending of actin filaments to describe the cell’s 

resistance to deformations (Satcher, R.L. & Dewey, C.F., 1996). 

 Another important approach for describing the mechanical behaviour of the cell is 

presented by the poroelasticity model, which attempts to combine the structural and 

continuum approaches, and explain phenomena’s such as local variations in cytoplasmic 

pressure, which neither continuum nor structural models can adequately account for on 

their own (Charras, G.T. et al., 2008; Mitchison, T.J. et al., 2008). According to this 

model, the localization of pressure, such as that involved in formation of cellular blebs 

(Charras, G.T. et al., 2005), might be explained by modelling the cytoplasm as a porous, 

contractile, elastic network (consisting of cytoskeletal filaments and other organelles), 
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that is infiltrated with the cytoplasmic fluid (consisting of the cytosol, water, ions and 

proteins), in a way similar to fluid-filled sponge. Contraction of the acto-myosin 

cytoskeletal cortex creates a compressive stress that leads to localized hydrostatic 

pressure, which then results in cytosol flow and bleb formation (Charras, G.T. et al., 

2005; Wang, H., 2000) . 

 To summarize, for describing experimental observations and to better understand 

the cell behaviour, there is a need for a suitable model that explains the mechanism of 

force transmission through the cytoskeleton and throughout the cell as a whole. Different 

models attempt to explain and predict different observations. However, to date, no 

complete mechanical model of the cell has been proposed which does not contain 

obvious disparities with experimental data. Different models suit different circumstances 

and can be used to explain specific phenomena. Depending on the experimental 

conditions and the scale (both spatial and temporal), identical cells can be viewed as 

either a continuum or a discrete collection of structural elements, and be described using 

different mechanical models. An obvious example is when considering whole cell 

deformations, where a continuum model would give close approximations. However, 

when the force probe is on the scale of an AFM tip, and the observations include 

intracellular changes in the nucleus or cytoskeleton, then a model that takes into 

consideration the internal organisation of the filaments would be more appropriate. 
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1.7 Aims and motivation 

Previous studies have been carried out to investigate the cell’s response to mechanical 

stress, mainly by looking at changes in gene expression, protein synthesis patterns and 

signalling pathways.  The main objective of the research contained in this thesis was to 

investigate the first step of cellular mechanotransduction, which is the deformation and 

displacement that occur in the cellular organelles and architecture in response to 

externally applied mechanical force. These immediate changes in the intracellular 

architecture would consequently lead to biochemical changes that go to affect various 

aspects of cell behaviour such as growth, differentiation, motility and apoptosis. 

 The ability of the atomic force microscope to be used both as a high precision 

micromanipulator/indenter and as a probe that allows to measure the mechanical 

properties of live cells in their physiological conditions made it an attractive tool for 

investigating the mechanical behaviour of cells. Furthermore, the ability to combine the 

use of the AFM with simultaneous optical and fluorescence observations allows the real-

time visualisation of the changes in the intracellular architecture that follow an externally 

applied stress. 

 In this study, we aim to investigate the immediate response of the living cell to an 

externally applied stress, by observing and quantifying the instantaneous displacements 

and deformations of intracellular components. By using intracellular organelles as natural 

markers for the mechanical response of the cell to applied stress, we aim to better 

understand the way forces are transmitted through the cell and to elucidate the role of the 

cytoskeleton in force transmission. In addition, we aim to learn more about the interplay 
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between cell stiffness, adhesion to the substrate and the cellular transmission of forces 

through the cell. 

1.8 Thesis outline 

 Chapter 2 will outline the techniques and methodology used for visualising 

displacements of intracellular organelles in response to local indentations applied by the 

AFM. This will follow with the particular observations of mitochondrial displacements 

and explanation as to the advantage of using this organelle for the study of cellular force 

transmission. 

 Chapter 3 will present two tracking algorithms that were used for quantifying 

mitochondrial displacements: fluid registration analysis and the feature point tracking 

algorithm. Quantitative results will be presented of both the natural and force-induced 

mitochondrial displacements in response to nanomechanical AFM perturbations. The 

suitability of the two registration techniques for tracking and quantifying displacements 

of mitochondria will be discussed. 

 Chapter 4 will investigate the hypothesis of the cytoskeleton’s role in cellular 

force transmission. The effect of cytoskeletal disruption has on both force transmission 

and cell stiffness will be investigated. Mitochondrial displacements, both natural and 

force-induced, in cells treated with either the actin-disrupting drug CytD or the 

microtubule-disrupting drug nocodazole, will be compared with those of untreated cells. 

 Chapter 5 will look into the effect of two compounds – retinol and conjugated 

linoleic acid – on certain aspects of the mechanical behaviour of the cell. The effect of 

these compounds, both individually and in combination, on cell adhesion to the substrate 
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will be investigated together with the correlation to the measured changes in cell stiffness. 

The displacement of mitochondria following local indentations and the interplay between 

force transmission, cell stiffness and adhesion will be discussed. 

 The final chapter will summarize the findings of this study and will discuss their 

significance and the implications they have for understanding the mechanical behaviour 

and force transduction in cells. The advantages of combining complementary techniques 

for the investigation of cell biology will be discussed, together with suggestions for future 

experiments. 

1.9 Published work 

Chapters 2, 3 and 4 present data published in: 

 Silberberg Y.R., Pelling A.E., Yakubov G.E., Crum W.R., Hawkes D.J., Horton 

M.A. (2008). “Mitochondrial displacements in response to nanomechanical forces”. 

Journal of Molecular Recognition 21:30-36, and 

 Silberberg Y.R., Pelling A.E., Yakubov G.E., Crum W.R., Hawkes D.J., Horton 

M.A. 2008. “Tracking displacements of intracellular organelles in response to 

nanomechanical forces”. Biomedical Imaging: From Nano to Macro (2008). 5th IEEE 

International Symposium on 14-17 May 2008. Page(s):1335 - 1338. 

Chapter 5 is a version of: 

 Silberberg Y.R., Pelling A.E., Yakubov G.E., Horton M.A. (2009). “Cell 

nanomechanics and focal adhesions are regulated by retinol and conjugated linoleic acid 

in a dose dependent manner”. Nanotechnology 20:285103. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Previous studies have combined fluorescence imaging techniques with force-application 

methods, in order to observe structural intracellular changes in response to extracellular 

perturbations. Among these studies are the observations of changes in the actin and 

microtubule cytoskeleton of live fibroblast cells in response to deformations produced by 

glass needles, which were visualized using GFP-tagged cytoskeletal proteins (Heidemann, 

S.R. et al., 1999). Deformations of the intermediate filament cytoskeleton were analysed 

by visualizing GFP-vimentin in live endothelial cells before and after the application of 

shear stress in a flow chamber (Helmke, B.P. et al., 2003). In another study that 

combined the magnetic bead twisting technique with GFP-fluorescent imaging, 

application of forces to focal adhesions by the use of specifically-coated beads resulted in 

displacements of actin filament bundles at distances of 20-30 μm from the beads (Wang, 

N. & Suo, Z.G., 2005). A similar technique was used to visualize displacements of 

intracellular organelles such as mitochondria (Hu, S. et al., 2003) and to analyse the 

propagation of forces to the nucleus by quantifying displacements of nucleolar structures 

in response to load (Hu, S.H. et al., 2005). Visualization of responses to extracellular 

perturbations is not limited to the tracking of natural organelles or cytoskeletal 

components: in a recent study, AFM was used to apply perturbations onto live, adherent 

cells, while quantifying stress propagation through the cell by tracking of integrin-bound 

fluorescent microspheres (Rosenbluth, M.J. et al., 2008). 
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 As described in Chapter 1, mitochondria are semi-autonomous and highly 

dynamic organelles, which have the ability to change their shape and their location inside 

the living cell (Bereiterhahn, J. & Voth, M., 1994). Localization and rearrangement of 

mitochondria in higher Eukaryotes is known to be dependant on the microtubule 

cytoskeleton (Brady, S. et al., 1982; Heggeness, M.H. et al., 1978). More recent research 

suggests that actin filaments have an important role as well, such as facilitating 

mitochondrial organization in yeast and vertebrate neurons (Morris, R. & Hollenbeck, P., 

1995); (Drubin, D. et al., 1993), and controlling mitochondrial movement and 

morphology (Rudiger Suelmann, R.F., 2000). Given the strong association of 

mitochondria with the cytoskeleton, it is predicted that forces locally applied via the 

AFM tip would affect their arrangement if the cytoskeleton is capable of mechanical 

transduction (Alenghat, F.J. & Ingber, D.E., 2002; Blumenfeld, R., 2006; Wang, N. et al., 

1993). This hypothesis is investigated later in Chapter 4. 

 Following live-cell staining experiments using various organelle-specific live-cell 

fluorescent markers (among them are the endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus and 

nucleus), mitochondria were found to be an ideal candidate for a natural, live-cell marker, 

for a number of reasons: 

1) High organelle-specificity and signal-to-noise ratio of the live-cell mitochondria 

dye MitoTracker (Invitrogen); 

2) Spherical morphology of mitochondria (such as in 3T3 fibroblasts) allows 

convenient tracking using various tracking techniques (described in Chapter 3); 
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3) Dispersion of mitochondria throughout the cell in large numbers allows to 

investigate stress propagation to various distances with a high number of data 

points; 

4) Mitochondria use both microtubules and actin filaments for transport, allowing 

the role of the cytoskeleton in force transduction to be investigated. 

 

 The combined AFM-fluorescence microscopy methods used here allow the 

application well-defined perturbations, together with real-time fluorescence and confocal 

imaging of the intracellular structural responses. In comparison to the use of the magnetic 

bead method to apply force onto the cell, AFM has several advantages: first, the force is 

well-defined and highly localized (contact area of <100 nm2); second, the AFM applies a 

static load, in comparison to the oscillating loads applied by a magnetic bead; and third, 

there is no specific molecular linking between the probe and the cell surface, as in the 

case of magnetic bead experiments, which could independently modify cell behaviour. 

Here, we demonstrate this approach for visualizing intracellular deformations and 

displacements of intracellular organelles, and in particular that of mitochondria, in live 

cells, in response to applied loads. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Cell culture 

NIH-3T3 Fibroblasts were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium GlutaMAX I 

media (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma) and 100 IU/ml 

penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Sigma), at 37 °C in 5% CO2 atmosphere. Cells 

were plated on the day prior to the experiment into either 60mm plastic culture dishes 

(Orange Scientific) (for fluorescence imaging) or 50 mm glass-bottom FluoroDish™ 

culture dishes (World Precision Instruments, Inc., UK) (for confocal laser scanning 

imaging). 

2.2.2 Actin-GFP transfections 

Cells were transfected with plasmids encoding Actin-GFP using Lipofectamine 2000 

(Invitrogen). 1μg of DNA was incubated with 4 μl of Lipofectamine in 50 μl Opti-MEM 

media (Invitrogen) for 20 min, and the mixture was then added to ~50% confluent cell 

culture together with 1ml of Opti-MEM media for 8 hours incubation. Then, 3ml of fresh 

media were added and the cells were left in the incubator for another day prior to 

experiment. Plasmids were a kind gift of Dr. Guillaume Charras (London Centre for 

Nanotechnology) and are based on Clontech GFP backbones. 
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2.2.3 Live-cell florescence dyes 

Live-cell mitochondrial dyes were purchased from Invitrogen. MitoTracker Green and 

MitoTracker Red stock solutions were kept at -200C in DMSO at concentration of 1mM. 

Cells were incubated with either MitoTracker Green at 1 μM for 30 min or MitoTracker 

Red at 100 nM for 10 min, before replacing with fresh media. Nuclei were stained using 

Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen) at 200 nM for 10min before replacing with fresh media. 

2.2.4 AFM indentation and fluorescence imaging 

For observations of intracellular deformations and displacements in response to AFM 

indentation, cells were first stained and/or transfected and were then mounted in the AFM 

(JPK NanoWizard® I) combined with either Olympus X71 fluorescence microscope or 

Olympus FV1000 laser scanning confocal microscope. The temperature-controlled stage 

was maintained at 37°C for the duration of the experiment. Images on the Olympus X71 

were acquired using a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER camera. MSCT-AUWH AFM cantilevers 

(Veeco) with pyramidal-shaped tips were calibrated and the spring constant was 

experimentally determined to be 0.05 ± 0.01 N/m (Levy, R. & Maaloum, M., 2002). 

Single, live interphase cells were chosen optically and the AFM cantilever was positioned 

above the nucleus. Cells underwent indentations with forces of 10nN or less, as stated in 

the text. An application of 10nN force typically resulted in an indentation of ~1.7-2.0 μm. 
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Observations of cytoskeleton and nuclear deformations 

Cells underwent transient transfection with actin-GFP (as described in  2.2.2). The tip was 

first positioned above the nucleus. Images of the cell were then acquired before and after 

indentation with the AFM tip at a maximum force of 10nN. 

 

Figure  2-1. Deformations in the actin cytoskeleton following AFM indentation. 

Fluorescence images of actin-GFP transfected cells were taken prior (a) and after (b) AFM 

indentation, with 4 second interval between the two images (images a. Images were pseudo-

coloured in red (before indentation) and green (after indentation) and overlayed (c). Local 

deformations of the actin cytoskeleton can be clearly seen far from the indentation point (c, white 

cross). d, e and f are magnified areas, marked by the white squares in (c). Scale bars are: a-c, 

10μm; d-f, 5μm. 
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 Figure  2-1 shows the deformations in the actin cytoskeleton that resulted from 

AFM indentation. Image (c) is a results of an overlay of red (before indentation) and 

green (after indentation), with a 4 second interval between the two. As can be seen, 

changes in the actin fibres are visible at locations far from the indentation point. 

Comparing the natural and the indented states, some filaments at the cell edge assume a 

curved state following indentation (green), in comparison to their pre-indented stretched 

state (red) (Figure  2-1, d-f). 

 Nuclei of live cells were stained using Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen). Figure  2-2c 

shows an overlay of florescence images taken before (red) and after (green) indentation, 

showing a green border surrounding the nucleus, indicating its expansion following 

indentation. 

 

Figure  2-2. Nuclear deformation following indentation. 

Fluorescent images of cells stained with the live-cell nucleus dye Hoechst 33342, before (a, 

pseudo-coloured red) and after (b, pseudo-coloured green) indentation with AFM (taken 4 

seconds apart). A green border surrounds the nucleus in the overlay image (c) indicating an 

expansion caused by the indentation. Scale bars are 10μm. 
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2.3.2 Observations of mitochondrial displacements 

As discussed in the introduction, mitochondria was found to be an ideal candidate as a 

live, intracellular marker, that is easy to track and can be indicative of mechanical 

transduction of forces through the cell, as will be discussed later on. Figure  2-3 shows 

indentation results for a cell stained with the mitochondria-specific dye MitoTracker Red.  

 

Figure  2-3. Mitochondrial displacements following indentation. 

Fluorescent images of cells stained with the live-cell mitochondria dye MitoTracker Red, before 

(a, pseudo-coloured red) and after (b, pseudo-coloured green) indentation with AFM (taken 1 

second apart). (c) An overlay of the two images. (d) A magnified section from c (white square). It 

is difficult to resolve individual displacements close to the centre of the cell due to overlapping of 

the mitochondrial mass. However, further away, where mitochondria are sparser, displacement of 

individual structures can be seen (d, white arrows). Scale bars are: a-c, 10μm; d, 2μm  

 

 When images pre- and post-indentation images were pseudo-coloured and 

overlayed, mitochondrial displacements were apparent, as seen in Figure  2-3c and d 

(white arrows). The focus was on mitochondria that are located further from the nucleus 

and closer to the cell edges. This if for two reasons: first, as mitochondria are much 
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sparser around the edges of the cell, it allowed us to distinguish and track individual 

mitochondrial structures, while it was not possible to resolve individual structures at the 

crowded mesh surrounding the nucleus; second, as will be further explained in Chapter 4, 

our interest was in examining the long-distance effect, i.e. the displacements that occur 

further away (> 20 μm) from the indentation point; finally, as the cell is relatively flat at 

the edges (< 1 μm) we can assume a 2D or near-2D displacements of the mitochondria. 

 Although the overlays of fluorescent pre- and post-indentation images (Figure 

 2-3) do not reveal significant collective movement of all mitochondria, it was evident 

from observing the time-laps video sequences, which clearly showed large-scale 

displacements of mitochondria following indentation with the AFM. The displacements 

observed not only covered a larger number of mitochondria but also showed a counter-

intuitive movement of structures to different and often opposite directions in response to 

indentation, as will be discussed in the next section. 
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2.3.3 Natural mitochondrial displacements and force-induced 

displacements 

Initial experiments used MitoTracker Green for staining mitochondria in live cells. 

However, further experiments using MitoTracker Red (CMXRos) proved this dye to be 

better suited due to its stronger signal-to-noise ratio and reduced photobleaching. Figure 

 2-4 shows fluorescence images of 3T3 cells stained with either MitoTracker Green (a) or 

MitoTracker Red (b). The latter gave better results with a higher signal-to-noise ratio and 

was more photostable. MitoTracker Green lost most of its signal after less than 10 

seconds of exposure, while MitoTracker Red could still be clearly visible after 30 

seconds of exposure. In addition, being membrane potential-sensitive, the MitoTracker 

Red would only stain live mitochondria, which would mean a higher ratio of the 

mitochondria stained would be associated to the cytoskeleton at any given time, thus 

being a better indicator for mechanical transduction driven by the cytoskeleton (as 

expanded in Chapter 4). 

Figure  2-4. MitoTracker Green 

versus MitoTracker Red. 

(a) 3T3 cell stained with 

MitoTracker Green. Relatively low 

signal-to-noise ratio makes it 

difficult to resolve individual 

structures. (b) Staining with 

MitoTracker Red gave a stronger 

fluorescence signal making it easier 

to resolve individual structures. 

Scale bars are 10μm. 
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 By optimising the image acquisition and AFM indentation process, the time 

interval between the two images was reduced to 1 second. Further improvement of the 

temporal resolution was not possible, as the AFM tip approach and indentation into the 

cell takes roughly 0.5 seconds. An additional and important point to be considered is the 

basal movement of mitochondria. Due to the dynamic nature of mitochondria in the 

living cell, natural mitochondria movements occur constantly (as described in Chapter 1). 

In order to distinguish basal mitochondrial movement from force-induced movement, 

which resulted from AFM indentation, the following experimental protocol was designed, 

which has a built-in control: 

 

Figure  2-5. Experimental layout of image acquisition. 

A sequence of images was taken at 1 second intervals. 3 images were picked for analysis: 2 

images taken prior to AFM indentation (images 1 and 2) and the one image that followed the 

indentation (image 3). Changes between image 1 and 2 reflect basal mitochondrial movement, 

while changes between image 2 and image 3 reflect the basal movement together with force-

induced movement that resulted from the AFM indentation. Scale bars are 10 μm. 

 

 A series of fluorescence images were captured at 1 second intervals, with the 

AFM indentation performed between two image acquisitions. Two pairs of images were 

compared: changes from image 1 to image 2, which were captured before indentation, 
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reflect the basal movement of mitochondria in the cell (control), and changes from image 

2 to image 3, between which indentation takes place, reflect the basal movement plus the 

force-induce movement. Thus, this experimental layout has a built-in control that allows 

the normal, basal movement to be distinguished from movement resulting from 

indentation. 

 Figure  2-6 shows a comparison between basal mitochondrial movement (left 

column) and the displacement that followed the AFM indentation (right column). Each of 

the images a-d is an overlay of two consecutive fluorescence images, one red and one 

green. Images (a) and (c) show an overlay of Image 1 and 2, thus showing the basal 

movement of mitochondria. Images (b) and (d) show and overlay of Image 2 and 3, thus 

showing the displacement that followed AFM indentation. Further from the nucleus, at 

the cell periphery, mitochondria are sparser and it is possible to distinguish movement of 

individual mitochondria (Figure  2-6d) in response to indentation. Subtraction images 

(Figure  2-6, e-h) show the magnitude of displacement following indentation in 

comparison to basal displacements. Two important reproducible observations can be seen 

in Figure  2-6: One is that the magnitude of displacements between the pre- and post-

indentation images (right column) is larger than that seen for the basal displacement (left 

column). This can be seen both in the overlay images (Figure  2-6, (d) in comparison to 

(c)) and in the subtraction images (more signal left after image subtraction, in (h) 

compared to (g)). Second, the direction of displacement following indentation is not 

consistent. Mitochondria appeared to move at different directions in response to 

indentation (Figure  2-6d, white arrows). 
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Figure  2-6. 

Comparison between 

basal and force-

induced mitochondrial 

displacements. 

The left column shows the 

basal displacement 

(control) and the right 

column shows the 

displacement following 

AFM indentation. (a) 

Overlay of consecutive 

fluorescent images 1 (red) 

and 2 (green), both 

acquired prior to AFM 

indentation. (b) Overlay of 

consecutive images 2 (red, 

before AFM indentation) 

and 3 (green, after 

perturbation). The yellow 

colour results from the 

red-green overlay, and is much denser around the nucleus where mitochondria are much sparser. 

The reflection image of the perturbing AFM tip can be seen in the centre of the nucleus (b, circle). 

(c-d) Magnified sections of the cell where motion of mitochondria in different directions can be 

visually observed. Arrows show direction of displacement of different mitochondrial structures 

(d1,2; the green colour shows the post-indentation image and thus the direction of displacement). 

Although some natural displacements are evident in the control image (c, 1), the displacement in 

the post-indentation image is higher and includes a larger number of organelles (d, 1 and 2). (e-h) 

Subtraction images of control (e) and post-indentation (f), and magnified images of the relevant 

sections (h-h). Here, the magnitude of the post-perturbation displacement can be clearly seen, in 

comparison with the control displacement. Scale bars are: a-b, e-f: 10 μm; c-d, g-h: 2 μm. 
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2.3.4 Observations of mitochondrial displacements in HFF cells 

In order to validate the reproducibility of our method and to establish whether it is 

applicable to other cell lines, similar experiments were conducted using Human Skin 

Fibroblasts (HFF). Under physiological conditions, mitochondria often tend to form 

elongated tubular networks in HFF cells, rather than the fragmented bean-shaped 

morphology that appears in 3T3 fibroblasts (Figure  2-7). 

 

Figure  2-7. HFF and 3T3 fibroblasts stained with MitoTracker Red. 

Fluorescence images of live HFF (a) and 3T3 mouse fibroblasts (b), both stained with the live 

mitochondrial dye MitoTracker Red. Mitochondria in HFF cells assume tubular network 

morphology due to dynamic mitochondria fusion, while in 3T3 mitochondria assume a much 

more fragmented and spherical morphology. Scale bars are 10 μm. 

 

 Figure  2-8 shows fluorescent images of HFF cells stained with MitoTracker Red. 

The cell culture and staining procedures were the same as those used for 3T3 fibroblasts. 
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Figure  2-8. Mitochondrial displacements following AFM indentation. 

(a) An overlay of images taken before (red) and after (green) indentation. (b c) magnified section 

of the cell, where mitochondrial structures clearly show displacements into different and, in some 

cases, opposite directions (b, arrows). Scale bars are 10 μm. 

 
 Although mitochondrial morphology in this cell type is different, similar 

unexpected displacements were observed. Again, indentation did not cause all 

mitochondria to be pushed away from the point of indentation, as would have been 

intuitively assumed. Rather, mitochondria seemed to move in unpredicted directions. 

Moreover, even mitochondria that were at close proximity to each other, moved in 

opposite directions (Figure  2-8b, white arrows). In order to better observe displacements 

of mitochondria, and further on to quantify their displacements (as will be discussed in 

Chapter 3), 3T3 fibroblasts were the preferred cell type for subsequent quantitative 

experiments. 
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2.4 Conclusion  

In this chapter we presented an approach for the application of precise, well-defined 

extracellular perturbations to living cells, combined with the simultaneous visualisation 

of the resulting intracellular deformations. While keeping acquisition times to the 

minimum, it was possible to produce indentations and compare images taken at intervals 

down to 1 second apart. This led to the design of an experimental protocol that has a 

built-in control, allowing basal displacements of intracellular components to be 

distinguished from those displacements that result from the applied force. The increased 

magnitude of displacement that was observed following extracellular indentation with 

AFM suggested that forces applied at the indentation point were transmitted through the 

cell, leading to that observed increase, and raised the cytoskeleton as a candidate 

responsible for this force propagation. These examples of force propagation over 

relatively long distances, also termed ‘action at a distance’, were observed previously 

(Blumenfeld, R., 2006; Ingber, D.E., 1993; Wang, N. & Suo, Z.G., 2005). This will be 

further discussed in Chapter 4. 

 The reproducible observations of intracellular organelle displacements in cells 

that underwent perturbation with AFM also raise two important questions: first, does the 

indentation significantly increase the magnitude of displacements for organelles that are 

far from the indentation point, as suggested by visual inspection of the images? Second, 

which component in the cell propagates the forces that lead to these observed 

displacements? The prime suspect is the cytoskeleton, but other candidates could be the 

plasma membrane, the cytoplasm, or even undesired movement of the culture dish itself. 
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In Chapter 4, the hypothesis concerning the role of the cytoskeleton in force-induced 

displacement of mitochondria is investigated, while in Chapter 3 the observed 

displacement of mitochondria, both basal and force-induced, is quantified using several 

image registration and tracking techniques. 
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3.1 Introduction 

This chapter will present two tracking algorithms used for quantifying mitochondrial 

displacements: fluid registration analysis and the feature point tracking algorithm. 

Quantitative results will be presented of both natural and force-induced mitochondrial 

displacements in response to nanomechanical AFM perturbations. This will be followed 

by a discussion of the reasons for the differences in the results and the suitability of the 

respective registration techniques for tracking of intracellular organelle displacements. 

 

3.1.1 Fluid registration 

Image registration is a general name for the procedure that involves overlaying two 

images and measuring the relative change between them, when one image acts as a 

reference point and the second is an image of the same scene at a different time point, 

viewpoint or acquired by a different technique. In medicine, image registration is 

frequently used in diagnosis using Computer Tomography (CT) and MRI images, and for 

monitoring tumor growth and brain activity (Zitova, B. & Flusser, J., 2003). Fluid 

registration is used to determine a mapping from one image to another in the form of a 

displacement field (u), which is defined throughout the image. The displacement field is 

modeled as a time-dependent viscous fluid flow. Force vectors are derived in order to 

improve image similarity between the two images, and the response of the fluid to the 

forces is obtained by solving the Navier-Stokes equation for a compressible viscous fluid: 

(Eq. 4.1)         0)()(2 =+⋅∇∇+∇ ufvv μμ
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The equation determines the velocity field v of a fluid with viscosity μ in response to an 

applied force f. The velocity field is derived from the gradient of image similarity 

measure and is a function of the estimated displacement field u(x). The similarity 

measure is the square of the intensity correlation coefficient (ICC) (Freeborough, P.A. & 

Fox, N.C., 1998): 

(Eq. 4.2)   
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In equation 4.2, T and S represent intensities of pixels at positions x and (x-u(x)) in the 

Target and Source images, respectively. The summation is over all N pixels in the target 

image. More information in the viscous fluid flow model can be found in (Christensen, 

G.E. et al., 1996; Crum, W.R. et al., 2005; Lester, H. et al., 1999). The use of fluid 

registration proved successful in different medical image applications, including brain 

scan analysis of patients suffering from dementia (Crum, W.R. et al., 2001; Freeborough, 

P.A. & Fox, N.C., 1998), mapping of large deformations in CT images (Christensen, G.E. 

et al., 2001) and analysis of 3D MRI of breast tissue (Crum, W.R. et al., 2005). 

 

3.1.2 Feature-point tracking algorithm 

In single particle tracking (SPT), images or video sequences captured using optical or 

fluorescent techniques are used to track the motion of molecules, proteins, viruses and 

intracellular organelles over time (Saxton, M.J. & Jacobson, K., 1997). In SPT, the centre 

of the particle can be indentified and tracked over time with a precision well bellow the 

wavelength of light, even though two particles at that separation cannot be resolved 

(Ghosh, R.N. & Webb, W.W., 1994; Schnapp, B.J. et al., 1988). SPT is an invaluable 
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tool in cellular and molecular biology. The ability to extract quantitative data of particle 

trajectories can provide useful information, such as the velocity of the particle, direction 

of motion and the mode of motion (if it is random Brownian motion or a directed motion, 

for example)(Saxton, M.J. & Jacobson, K., 1997). Examples for the use of SPT in cell 

biology include the tracking of low density lipoprotein receptors on the cell membrane 

(Ghosh, R.N. & Webb, W.W., 1994), lateral diffusion of membrane proteins (Zhang, F. 

et al., 1991), displacements driven by kinesin motors on microtubules (Gelles, J. et al., 

1988), the tracking of single intracellular proteins for the purpose of diffusion constant 

calculations (Goulian, M. & Simon, S.M., 2000), and Brownian dynamics analysis for 

elucidation of material properties (Qian, H., 2000). 

 Feature-point tracking is a SPT algorithm that enables an efficient, automated, 

two-dimensional detection and tracking analysis of particles trajectories (Sbalzarini, I.F. 

& Koumoutsakos, P., 2005). The method is suited to digital video and time-lapse 

fluorescence imaging, which typically generates low-intensity data. Feature point 

tracking detects particle positions in a digital video or image sequence and generates 

particle trajectories over time. One of its main advantages is that it does not make any 

assumptions regarding the smoothness of the trajectories. Thus, it is extremely useful for 

many biological applications where the type of motion is not explicitly known in advance, 

or when the motion is random and can change rapidly. Furthermore, by not assuming a 

motion model, the algorithm integrity is not biased when several modes of motion are 

incorporated by a single trajectory. Therefore, this method is useful for tracking both 

natural and force-induced motion (post-perturbation) of an organelle in the same time-

lapse sequence, such as in our case of tracking mitochondrial displacements. 
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 Feature point tracking has been successfully used for different biological 

applications, including tracking viruses and virus-like particle trajectories on or within 

living cells (Ewers, H. et al., 2005; Helmuth, J.A. et al., 2007; Sbalzarini, I.F. & 

Koumoutsakos, P., 2005); investigating individual membrane microdomains in 

relationship to the cytoskeleton (Langhorst, M.F. et al., 2007); analyzing cargo movement 

along microtubules (Brunner, C. et al., 2007); trafficking of particles during phagocytosis 

(Manderson, A.P. et al., 2007); and cell migration (Sengers, B.G. et al., 2007). 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Cell culture 

NIH-3T3 Fibroblasts were cultured in DMEM GlutaMAX media supplemented with 10% 

fetal bovine serum (both obtained from Invitrogen, Paisley, UK), 100 IU/mL penicillin 

and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (Invitrogen), and were maintained at  37 °C and 5% CO2. 

Cells were plated into 50 mm glass-bottom FluoroDish™ culture dishes (World Precision 

Instruments, Inc., UK) one day prior to the experiment. 

3.2.2 AFM indentation 

Cells plated in cell culture dishes were placed in a combined AFM-fluorescence 

microscope (Olympus IX71 inverted optical microscope and JPK NanoWizard® I AFM). 

The temperature-controlled stage was maintained at 37°C for the duration of the 

experiment. MSCT-AUWH cantilevers (Veeco) with pyramidal-shaped tips were 

calibrated and the spring constant was experimentally determined to be 0.05 ± 0.01 N/m 

(Levy, R. & Maaloum, M., 2002). Single, live interphase cells were chosen optically and 

the AFM cantilever was positioned above the nucleus. Cells underwent indentations with 

forces of 10 nN (leading to indentations of ~1.7-2.0 μm).  

3.2.3 Motion displacements using fluid registration 

Fluid registration maximises a measure of image-similarity so that a perfect registration 

results in two structurally identical images with the relative motion between the image 

features encoded in the displacement field. The fluid registration technique, as described 
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earlier, allows displacements that are solutions of physics-based equations which describe 

the flow of a viscous fluid. These methods can recover large magnitude localised 

displacements while preserving a global one-to-one mapping between images (i.e. they 

result in a diffeomorphic transformation (a transformation that does not fold or tear) 

(Crum, W.R. et al., 2005). In this application, we track the displacement of specific 

mitochondria from frame to frame and therefore require such one-to-one mapping. The 

registration algorithm maximises the intensity cross-correlation between the images and 

assumes that, at correct registration, corresponding intensities are linearly related. We 

expect some departures from this approximation, especially in the vicinity of the AFM 

probe, but in all the cases studied herein these minor intensity fluctuations did not have a 

serious effect on the registration. 

 

Figure  3-1. Experimental layout of image acquisition. 

A sequence of images was taken at 1 second intervals. 3 images were picked for analysis: 2 

images taken prior to AFM indentation (images 1 and 2) and the one image that followed the 

indentation (image 3). Scale bars are 10μm. 

 
 Each motion tracking experiment was conducted on three sequential images with 

the cell at rest in the first two images and perturbed using the AFM between the second 

and third image (Figure  3-1), as described in Chapter 2. In the application of the fluid 
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registration algorithm, all motion analysis was performed using image 2 as a reference. 

Therefore the pre-perturbation mitochondrial motion was estimated by registering image 

1  image 2 and the post-perturbation motion by registering image 3  image 2. Then, a 

pixel-by-pixel analysis of the displacements of structures in image 2 backward (to image 

1) and forward (to image 3) reveals the change in structure displacement between the 

images. The registrations produce displacement maps defined at every pixel in image 2. 

We focus attention on regions of interest away from the nucleus where the cell is 

relatively flat (<1 μm thick) and the motion of mitochondria is assumed to have a mainly 

two-dimensional component. A semi-automated analysis was used to obtain localised 

mitochondrial motion estimates. In the first, manual step, a circular mask is placed on 

image 2 to define a region of interest (ROI) (Figure  3-2b). Then, an intensity threshold is 

chosen, which would best distinguish foreground from background within each region 

(Figure  3-2c). 

 The remainder of the analysis was automated and in two parallel streams: (i) 

regional analysis: the displacement was weighted by pixel intensity and integrated over 

the whole of the chosen region (Figure  3-2b) to yield the mean displacement before (1  

2) and after (3  2) perturbation. The assumption is that within the ROI high intensities 

correspond to mitochondria so they are given a high weighting; (ii) cluster analysis: each 

ROI was thresholded to produce a binary image of foreground (= mitochondria) and 

background (= noise). Figure  3-2c shows the thresholded binary image of mitochondrial 

structures (red) overlayed on top of the original image. 
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Figure  3-2. Registration of mitochondrial displacements with the fluid flow 

algorithm. 

(a) The left-side of a cell stained with the mitochondrial dye MitoTracker Red. (b) In the first step 

of the registration, a region is selected for analysis. (c) A thresholded binary image for the 

selected region overlayed on top of the original image. The thresholded areas (red) are used as a 

mask for the following displacements map. (d) Displacement maps showing velocity vectors for 

all the pixels in the image. Scale bars: a-c, 10μm; d, 2μm. 

  

 Clusters of connected pixels in each thresholded image were automatically 

identified and small clusters (< 3 pixels) were discarded. The mean displacement before 
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(1  2) and after (3  2) perturbation was computed for each cluster without intensity-

weighting. Therefore, for each region an overall intensity-weighted motion estimate 

could be compared with the motion of individual mitochondrial clusters within the region. 

By analysing differences in pre- and post- perturbation motion in the same frame, we 

focus on changes in displacement rather than absolute displacement. 

 

3.2.4 Tracking displacements using the feature point tracking algorithm 

The fluorescence images that were analyzed with fluid registration algorithm were also 

analyzed using the feature point tracking method in order to assess the appropriateness of 

each methodology for tracking natural and force induced mitochondrial displacements. 

Feature point tracking was carried out in a similar manner to fluid flow registration by 

analyzing a sequence of 3 images taken in 1 sec intervals, where images 1 and 2 were 

taken prior to AFM indentation and image 3 taken right after the indentation. ImageJ, a 

public-domain image processing and analysis programme developed at the National 

Institute of Health (1), was used for the analysis, together with the ParticleTracker plug-in 

(2). This plug-in is used to detect particles and calculate trajectories in an image sequence 

using the feature point tracking algorithm (Sbalzarini, I.F. & Koumoutsakos, P., 2005). 

The tracking algorithm consists of two main steps: detection of feature points in every 

frame and linking of these points into trajectories.  

 In the first step of the analysis, the three images are converted into a stack in 

ImageJ and a semi-automatic detection of feature points is carried out using the 

                                                 
1 ImageJ, http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/  
2 ParticleTracker, http://weeman.inf.ethz.ch/particletracker/  

http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/
http://weeman.inf.ethz.ch/particletracker/
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ParticleTracker plug-in. The detection step itself is divided into several automated stages 

that include image restoration and noise reduction, estimation and refinement of point 

locations, and non-particle discrimination (Sbalzarini, I.F. & Koumoutsakos, P., 2005). 

Since image conditions, such as the intensity and noise levels, vary between each image 

set, several parameters needs to be adjusted manually in order to facilitate correct particle 

detection and avoid false detections due to background noise. These include the 

approximate radius of the particle (in pixels), which should be bigger than a single point 

radius but smaller than the distance between two separate points (usually set to 3), and a 

percentile (%) that determines the sensitivity of the algorithm to background noise when 

deciding the local maxima of featured points (i.e. how bright the particle needs to be in 

order to be accepted as a feature point). The percentile is the percentage of the upper end 

intensity range that will be considered as feature points, and is usually set between 0.2% 

and 1.5%. When estimating the feature point locations, the algorithm looks for local 

intensity maxima. This process is performed on a per-frame basis to eliminate the effect 

of a reduction in the overall intensity in time, such as in the case of photo-bleaching. 

When refining the location of the detected points, the assumption made is that a 

calculated local maximum is near the actual geometric centre of the object. The software 

then highlights all determined feature points (particles) (Figure  3-3a). The trajectories of 

all determined particles, along the 3-image sequence, can then be visualized (Figure  3-3b). 
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Figure  3-3. Tracking mitochondrial displacements using ParticleTracker. 

After the 3 images are combined into a stack, the ParticleTracker plug-in identifies feature points 

according to manually entered parameters (a). A region for analysis is then chosen (b) and the 

trajectories in that region are shown together with coordinates of each determined feature point at 

each of the 3 images (c). Before processing the results, all trajectories are manually verified and 

false links (c, white arrow) are removed. Scale bars are 10μm. 

 
 In the next step, two regions are chosen in image 1, typically on either side of the 

cell, and at a distance of at least 20μm from the indentation point (Figure  3-3b, square). 

Data on all the trajectories in that region is extracted, including the x and y coordinates of 

each particle in each of the images (Figure  3-3c). This data will normally include a few 

invalid trajectories (around 5-10% of the total calculated trajectories), which result from 
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false linking of particles between two frames (Figure  3-3c, white arrow). This can happen 

due to close proximity between two particles, image noise or low intensity. As these 

invalid trajectories originate from false linking of different feature points between the 

frames, their magnitude can be more than 10 times higher and therefore will greatly 

affect the overall calculated average; hence it is important to manually validate and 

remove the false linking of feature points. Therefore, each trajectory is validated visually, 

and all false and broken links are removed. The final step involves the calculation of the 

absolute displacement of each particle from the extracted trajectory, using code written in 

Matlab. For each particle, the absolute displacement between image 1 and 2 (natural 

movement) and between image 2 and 3 (post-indentation movement), is calculated. 

3.2.5 Statistical Methods 

Data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (s.e.m), unless stated otherwise. 

Measurements were analysed using unpaired or paired Student's t tests with significance 

at P < 0.05 or lower, as stated in the text. 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Quantification of displacements using the fluid registration algorithm 

Results from fluid registration analysis for mitochondria displacements are shown in 

Figure  3-4. Two ROIs containing mitochondria were chosen for each cell, typically at 

opposite sides of the nucleus and close to the cell periphery. On average, the 

mitochondria were located at a distance of ~27 μm from the indentation point. Each ROI 

was then used as a mask for calculating the intensity-weighted mean displacement of the 

region, using fluid registration analysis, as described in Materials & Methods. A total of 

44 regions were chosen in 22 individual cells. Figure  3-4 shows the mean displacement 

(in nm) for each region, as calculated using intensity-weighted fluid registration 

algorithm. Pre-indentation displacement represents the natural mitochondrial movement 

(control; white) and post-indentation displacement represents the displacement following 

the indentation (grey). The average calculated displacement was 37 ± 6 nm (mean ± 

s.e.m), and the average post-indentation displacement was 56 ± 9 nm (mean ± s.e.m; *P < 

0.0001, paired Student’s t-test). Thus, the average displacement of mitochondria has 

increased by ~50% following the application of 10 nN of force above the cell nucleus 

with the AFM tip. 
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Figure  3-4. Natural and post-indentation intensity-weighted displacements for each 

region (fluid registration). 

For each region, the graph show the natural (pre-indentation displacement, in white) and the 

force-induced (post-indentation, in grey) displacement, calculated in an intensity-weighted 

manner for each region using the fluid registration algorithm. 

 

 In order to revalidate the results, a second approach was to single out individual 

structures and apply the fluid registration specifically to them, rather than applying the 

registration over the whole region. In this approach, the image was first converted to 

binary and then thresholded, so that there were now multiple masks in each of the region, 

each representing a mitochondrial structure (see Materials & Methods, Figure  3-2). In 

this case, the mean displacement was calculated from the displacement map for each of 

the pixels that were included in the masked structure, without weighing by their intensity. 

It is important to note that the registration was done on the same cells and the same 
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chosen regions that were used at the first approach. A total of 177 individual 

mitochondrial structures were analysed. The mean displacement for the control was 28 ± 

4 nm and the mean post-indentation displacement was 45 ± 8 (mean ± s.e.m; *P < 0.0001, 

paired Student’s t-test). Thus, there was an increase of ~60% in mitochondrial 

displacement following indentation (Figure  3-5). 

 

Figure  3-5. Mean mitochondrial displacement calculated with the fluid registration 

algorithm. 

Using the regional analysis, AFM indentation resulted in an increase of ~50% in the average 

displacement, from 37 ± 6 nm for the control (white) to 56 ± 9 nm post-indentation (grey). Using 

the structural analysis method, an increase of ~60% was observed, from 28 ± 4 nm to 45 ± 8 nm 

(mean ± s.e.m; *P < 0.0001, paired Student’s t-test). 

 

 Figure  3-5 shows both control and post-indentation mitochondrial displacements, 

for both registration approaches. As indicated in the graph, the mean displacements 

calculated using the intensity-weighted region analysis approach were slightly higher 

than those measured using the structural analysis approach, both for control and for post-
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indentation displacements. The regional approach takes into consideration every pixel in 

the selected circular region, and factors the pixel’s intensity into the calculation of its 

displacement. Thus, background noise has an effect and would increase the calculated 

mean displacement. In the structural approach, on the other hand, only the displacements 

of the thresholded mitochondrial structures are taken into account. This would explain the 

slightly higher absolute displacements calculated in the regional analysis, compared to 

the structural approach. These differences were not statistically significant, when 

comparing control versus control and post-indentation versus post-indentation, between 

the two methods (P > 0.05). 

 However, the relative change in displacement calculated in each of the methods, 

between the natural (control) mitochondrial movement and the force-induced (post-

indentation) movement is significant for both methods: an ~50% increase following 

indentation for the regional analysis approach and ~60% increase for the structural 

approach (*P < 0.0001 for both methods). This increase in displacement over short 

intervals is a strong example of an ‘action at a distance’ mechanism in the living cell, in 

which forces are instantaneously propagated through the cell, as observed in previous 

studies (Hayakawa, K. et al., 2008; Hu, S. et al., 2003; Maniotis, A.J. et al., 1997). This 

type of force propagation is termed ‘instantaneous’ as it occurs in a timescale of 

milliseconds, in contrast to diffusion- or motor-based signal transduction mechanisms, 

which occur in the timescales of tens of seconds and up to minutes (Wang, N. et al., 

2009). This mechanism and the implications these results have on understanding the 

crucial role the cytoskeleton has in cellular mechanotransduction are further investigated 

in Chapter 4. 
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3.3.2 Tracking mitochondria using the feature-point tracking algorithm 

Fluid registration proved to be a useful method for quantifying displacement of 

mitochondrial structures. However, the process is time-consuming and also highly 

dependent on intensity and noise conditions of the images. One of the main drawbacks of 

this method is that displacement vectors are calculated for each pixel in the chosen region. 

Thus, even though reduced by intensity-weighing, noise and autofluorescence still affect 

the overall calculated mean displacement for the region. And, in the structural analysis 

method, when images are thresholded to include only mitochondrial structures in the 

registration, rapid movements of mitochondria that go beyond the region’s boundary are 

not taken into consideration. Furthermore, calculation of displacements using the fluid 

registration algorithm, by its nature, constrains the displacement to the Navier-Stokes 

equation for the description of viscous fluid flow. Hence, rapid alterations in 

mitochondrial displacements, which could be caused by cytoskeletal filament 

deformations, are not taken into consideration. 

 In contrast, as mitochondria in 3T3 cells typically assume a spherical form, it is 

computationally easy to apply a feature-point tracking algorithm in order to track 

displacement. In order to quantify natural and force-induced displacements of individual 

mitochondria, ImageJ was employed together with the Particle Tracker plug-in. The same 

images analysed with the fluid registration algorithm were also analysed using feature 

point tracking. The identification and tracking of particles was carried out as described in 

Materials & Methods. It is important to note that, although the identification and tracking 

process is semi-automatic, each one of the identified particles and every calculated 

trajectory were visually inspected and verified, in order to avoid false identification of 
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particles and false linking of displacement trajectories between sequential images. It is 

also important to note here that the same images were used to derive mitochondrial 

displacements using this approach as were previously used in the fluid registration 

analysis, though the selected ROIs were larger. 

 

Figure  3-6. Mean mitochondrial displacement calculated with the feature-point 

tracking algorithm. 

The average mitochondrial displacement increased in ~40% following AFM indentation, from 

114 ± 6 nm for the natural displacement to 160 ± 10 nm post-indentation (mean ± s.e.m; *P < 

0.001). 

 

 Figure  3-6 shows the results for natural and post-indentation displacement of 

mitochondria, calculated using the feature-point tracking algorithm. A total of 323 

individual mitochondria were analysed, in 42 regions for a total of 21 cells. The average 

natural displacement calculated to be 114 ± 6 nm, and the average post-indentation 
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displacement was 160 ± 10 nm (mean ± s.e.m; *P < 0.001). That is, mitochondrial 

displacement increased by ~40% following indentation. 

 The displacements measured using the feature-point particle tracking algorithm 

were on average ~3 times larger than the results derived from the fluid registration 

algorithm. This is due to the nature of displacement registration. In the fluid registration 

method, calculated displacements are subjected to the constraints placed by the Navier-

Stocks equation. Mitochondria, however, can either freely float in the cytoplasm or be 

attached to actin filaments or microtubules, and thus rapid movements along filaments, 

both natural and those induced by indentation, are not well accounted for using fluid 

registration models. Therefore, a lower average displacement arises from the use of fluid 

registration, in comparison to feature-point tracking. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, mitochondrial displacements were quantified using two separate 

approaches: the fluid flow registration and the feature point tracking algorithm. Although 

the absolute magnitude of displacement differed between the two approaches due to 

nature of each method, they both demonstrated a significant increase in mitochondrial 

displacement in response to the applied force. Due to the spherical morphology of the 

mitochondria in the inspected cells, the feature point tracking algorithm was found 

suitable to use in the following experiments. In addition, this algorithm does not impose 

any constraints on the tracking by trying to model the displacement; this allows more the 

accountability of more displacement modes, an in particular the rapid directed movement 

of mitochondria that can occur on cytoskeletal networks. 

 Both algorithms determined a significant increase of 40%-60% in the 

displacement of mitochondria following AFM indentation. Hence, this is a direct 

evidence for the physical transduction of force in the living cell: mechanical forces were 

observed to be transmitted over large distances of up to 40 μm in less than a second. 

These observations suggested the cytoskeleton as being the prime suspect for this form of 

‘action at a distance’. To confirm this hypothesis, further experiments were needed in 

order to investigate the role of the cytoskeleton in force transduction and are described in 

Chapter 4. 
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Effect of Cytoskeletal Disruption on Force Transmission 
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4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 3, mitochondrial displacements were shown to significantly increase 

following AFM indentation. The question being asked now is what caused this increase 

in displacement, or, which cellular element is responsible for transmitting the local forces 

applied by the AFM, resulting in displacements of mitochondria at the far reaches of the 

cell (of an average distance of ~25 μm from the point of indentation)? An obvious 

candidate for force transmission would be the cytoskeleton. However, it is plausible that 

the observed mitochondrial displacement result from deformations or displacements in 

other components, such as the plasma membrane or the cytoplasm, or might even be an 

artefact caused by movement of the glass substrate to which the cells adhere (although 

the latter is highly unlikely when dealing with loads as small as 10 nN, especially when 

the cantilever is not even in direct contact with the substrate). In order to test this 

hypothesis and establish the cytoskeleton as the medium that is responsible for the 

observed force transmission, we used the cytoskeletal active drugs, nocodazole and 

cytochalasin D (CytD), to disrupt the integrity of either the microtubule or actin network, 

respectively. We then carried out particle tracking experiments using the feature-point 

tracking algorithm, as described in Chapter 3. 

 The cytoskeletal disrupting drugs Cytochalasin D (CytD) and nocodazole are 

frequently used in cell biology. CytD is a member of the fungal metabolites cytochalasins. 

By binding to the barbed end of actin filaments, CytD prevents both association and 

dissociation of actin monomers at the end of the filament (Cooper, J., 1987). Treatments 

with CytD have previously been shown to reduce cell stiffness in 3T3 fibroblasts by up to 
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a factor of 3, depending on concentration and incubation times (Rotsch, C. & Radmacher, 

M., 2000). Nocodazole interferes with microtubule dynamics by inhibiting tubulin 

polymerisation (Vasquez, R. et al., 1997). Treatments with nocodazole have previously 

been shown to reduce cell stiffness in 3T3 fibroblasts (Pelling, A.E. & Dawson, D.W. et 

al., 2007) 

 The experiments described here were carried on a large population of cells and 

involved the tracking of over 300 separate mitochondrial trajectories for each drug 

treatment. In the same fashion as described in Chapter 3, herein there was also a built-in 

control for each experimental system: the natural movement of mitochondria was 

recorded and quantified in addition to the force-induced movement. Using this method 

and having both the control and force-induced movement recorded in the same cell and 

within a 1-second interval, ensures validity of the results in spite of the natural diversity 

and variance between cells. The experiments gave us two sets of data: one set allows us 

to compare the natural, basal motility of mitochondria, between untreated and drug-

treated cells, and to learn more about the cytoskeleton’s role in facilitating mitochondria 

transportation through the cell. The second set of data, which is more important to our 

study, allows us to compare the force-induced movement of mitochondria in untreated 

cells with that observed in drug-treated cells. Force-induced movement of mitochondria 

was showed to be ~40% higher than their natural movement (Chapter 3). If our 

hypothesis about the role of the cytoskeleton in intracellular force transmission is correct, 

then we would predict that this increase in mitochondrial movement following 

indentation in the cells that were treated with cytoskeletal drugs will be blunted. 
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4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Cell Culture 

NIH-3T3 Fibroblasts were cultured in DMEM GlutaMAX media supplemented with 10% 

fetal bovine serum (both obtained from Invitrogen, Paisley, UK), 100 IU/mL penicillin 

and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (Invitrogen), and were maintained at  37 °C and 5% CO2. 

Cells were plated into 50 mm glass-bottom FluoroDish™ culture dishes (World Precision 

Instruments, Inc., UK) one day prior to the experiment. 

4.2.2 Treatment with cytoskeleton-disrupting drugs 

Cells were incubated with CytD (5 μM), nocodazole (10 μM) or both drugs together, 20 

min prior to the experiment. Media were not replaced during the indentation experiment 

in order to maintain the effect of the drug throughout the experiment. 

4.2.3 Immunofluorescence and Imaging 

For demonstrating the effects of CytD and nocodazole on the actin filaments and 

microtubules, drug-treated cells were stained for actin, tubulin and the nucleus. Prior to 

fluorescence staining, cells were washed with warm PBS, fixed with 3.5% 

paraformaldehyde, 2% sucrose (10 min) and permeabilsed with 0.1% Triton-X (3 min) at 

room temperature. Actin filaments were stained at room temperature by incubating with 

Phalloidin Alexa Fluor 546 (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) for 20 min followed by a 15 min 

wash. Microtubules were then stained on ice by incubating cells with mouse monoclonal 

anti α-tubulin conjugated to FITC (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) for 30 min followed by 15 
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min wash on ice. Finally, nuclei were stained by incubation with DAPI (Invitrogen, 

Paisley, UK) on ice for 10 min, followed by a final 10 min wash with PBS. Images were 

acquired on an Olympus FV1000 laser scanning confocal microscope (Olympus, UK). 

4.2.4 Live-cell mitochondrial dye and displacement experiments 

Cells were incubated with MitoTracker Red at 100 nM for 10 min, before replacing with 

fresh media. Cells were then left to equilibrate for further 30 min prior to experiment.  

Mitochondrial displacements experiments were conducted as described previously 

(Chapter 3) by acquiring fluorescence images at 1 sec intervals prior and post-AFM 

indentation, with the control being mitochondrial displacements between two consecutive 

images taken prior to indentation. Trajectories of mitochondria were analysed using the 

feature point tracking algorithm. 

4.2.5 AFM indentation and extraction of Young’s modulus 

Cells plated in cell culture dishes were placed in a combined AFM-fluorescence 

microscope (Olympus IX71 inverted optical microscope and JPK NanoWizard® I AFM). 

The temperature controlled stage was maintained at 37°C for the duration of the 

experiment. MSCT-AUWH cantilevers (Veeco) with pyramidal-shaped tips were 

calibrated and the spring constant was experimentally determined to be 0.05 ± 0.01 N/m 

(Levy, R. & Maaloum, M., 2002). Single, live interphase cells were chosen optically and 

the AFM cantilever was positioned above the nucleus. Force-distance measurements 

were initiated with a maximum force of 2nN. Individual cells were selected randomly 

from across the tissue culture dish and 24 cells were tested for each of the drug treatment 

experiments and controls. 8 force curves were recorded over the nucleus of each cell at 1 
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Hz. The data was then fitted for an indentation of 200nm using the Hertz model for either 

conical or spherical indenters (Pelling, A.E. & Nicholls, B.M. et al., 2007; Radmacher, M. 

et al., 1995) 
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Where is ν is Poisson’s ratio, α the half opening angle of the tip in the case of cone 

indentation (1), R is the sphere radius in the case of sphere indentation (2), δ is the 

indentation depth of the tip and E is the Young’s modulus. 

4.2.6 Preparation of spherical indenters 

Polystyrene microspheres (Bangs Laboratories Inc., Fishers, IN) of ~19 μm diameter 

were glued onto tipless cantilevers (CSC 12 rectangular beam, MikroMasch, Estonia, 350 

um long, 35 μm wide and 1.0 μm thick, spring constants about 0.03 N/m) using a small 

amount of epoxy resin (UHUÒ plus Schnellfest, UHU GmbH & Co. KG, Germany). 

Spring constants of each individual cantilever were determined as described before (Levy, 

R. & Maaloum, M., 2002) and the exact size of each sphere was measured using optical 

and scanning electron microscopy. The particles were washed in Decon 90 (Decon 

Laboratories Limited, UK), rinsed in an excess of deionised water, and subsequently 

treated in an O2 plasma for 100 s. Probes were stored in nitrogen atmosphere before use. 

Tips were calibrated before each experiment and the spring constant was determined to 

be 0.06 ± 0.01 N/m (Levy, R. & Maaloum, M., 2002). 
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4.2.7 Statistical Methods 

Data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (s.e.m), unless stated otherwise. 

Measurements were analysed using unpaired or paired Student's t tests with significance 

at P < 0.05 or lower, as stated in the text. 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Effect of cytoskeletal disruption on natural mitochondrial motility 

Figure  4-1 demonstrates the effect of the cytoskeletal drugs CytD and nocodazole on the 

 

actin and microtubule networks. 

igure  4-1. The effect 

 incubated with 

highly disrupted. Treatment with both drugs disrupts both cytoskeletal networks (d). Scale bars 

are 10 μm. 

F

of cytoskeletal drugs 

on the actin and 

microtubule net-

works. 

Cell were

either CytD (5 μM), 

nocodazole (10 μM) or 

both drugs together for 

20 minutes, and then 

fixed and stained as 

described in  4.2.3. The 

left column shows the 

actin filaments, the 

middle shows the 

microtubules and the 

right column is a merge 

of the actin (red), 

microtubules (green) and 

nucleus (blue). CytD-

treated cells (b) show severely fragmented actin cytoskeleton, though microtubules can still be 

distinguished. Nocodazole-treated cells (c) show an intact actin cytoskeleton but microtubules are 
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 Figure  4-2 shows phase-contrast images of the cells (left column) and 

fluorescence images of mitochondria (middle column), together with overlay of the two 

(right column), for the different drug treatments. Although the optical images show cell 

morphology to be affected by treatments with either CytD or nocodazole, mitochondria 

are still dispersed throughout the cell, and individual structures that are further away from 

the indentation point (>20 μm) can be chosen for tracking analysis (Figure  4-2a and b; 

white arrows). Treatment with CytD and nocodazole in combination usually caused 

adverse effects, which often led to lose of plasma membrane integrity and further ‘balling 

up’ of the cells (Figure  4-2c). Quantifying mitochondrial movement here was not 

possible as mitochondria aggregated around the nucleus forming a dense mesh, making it 

difficult to distinguish and track individual structures (Figure  4-2c, right). Similar 

changes in mitochondria morphology following both actin and microtubule disruption has 

been observed previously (Kabashima, K. et al., 2007; Knowles, M.K. et al., 2002). We 

therefore analysed mitochondrial displacements in cells treated with either CytD or 

nocodazole, and compared the results to those of untreated cells. 
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Figure  4-2. Cytochalasin D and nocodazole effect on cell and mitochondria 

morphology. 

(a) Phase-contrast (left) and fluorescence image of mitochondria (middle), together with an 

overlay of the two images (right), in live 3T3 cells, after incubation with CytD (5 μM) for 20 min. 

(b) same as (a), after incubation with nocodazole (10 μM) for 20 min. The triangular cantilever 

tip can be seen in the lower-right corner. (c) Treatment with both drugs together. Scale bars are 

all 10 μm. 
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 First, we compared the natural movement of mitochondria (i.e., with no AFM 

intervention), between untreated and drug-treated cells. 3T3 fibroblasts were treated with 

either CytD or nocodazole prior to indentation experiments, as described in  4.2.2. Figure 

 4-3 shows the mean mitochondrial displacement for untreated cells (n = 21 cells), CytD-

treated (n = 17 cells) and nocodazole-treated (n = 13 cells). In each case over 300 

trajectories of individual mitochondria were analysed. The mean displacement in 

untreated cells was 114 ± 6 nm. Cells treated with the actin-disrupting drug CytD 

displayed an average mitochondrial displacement of 56 ± 3 nm, and cells treated with the 

microtubule-disrupting drug nocodazole showed an average mitochondrial displacement 

of 57 ± 2 nm (mean ± s.e.m). 

 

Figure  4-3. The effect of cytoskeleton disrupting drugs on mitochondria motility. 

The mean displacement of mitochondria was reduced in ~50% for cells treated with either CytD 

(56 ± 3 nm) or nocodazole (57 ± 2), compared to untreated cells (114 ± 6 nm; mean ± s.e.m). *P 

< 0.001, control versus drug-treated, unpaired t test) 
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 These results shows that natural mitochondrial motion is strongly dependent on 

both intact actin filaments and the microtubule network, confirming prior findings on the 

role of the cytoskeleton in mitochondrial transport (Brady, S. et al., 1982; Heggeness, 

M.H. et al., 1978; Rudiger Suelmann, R.F., 2000). Incubation with either CytD or 

nocodazole led to a decrease of ~50% in mitochondrial movement, compared to untreated 

cells (*P < 0.001, untreated versus each drug treatment; unpaired t test). This observed 

decrease in mitochondrial motility following CytD and nocodazole treatments has been 

previously reported in neuronal (Lee A. Ligon, O.S., 2000) and osteosarcoma cells, 

where treatment with the drugs led to a decrease in mitochondria mobility by a factor of 

2-3 (Knowles, M.K. et al., 2002). Mitochondrial dynamics were thoroughly described by 

the measurement of both the time- and length-scale dependent diffusion coefficients. It is 

important to note that the study showed that mitochondria still had enhanced mobilities 

relative to the diffusive limit; thus mitochondrial movement on the filaments still 

occurred, but at a much slower rate. These movements could be passive displacements of 

mitochondria that result from, for example, cytoplasmic flow or CSK remodelling. 
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4.3.2 Effect of cytoskeletal disruption on force-induced displacement 

In order to establish the role of the cytoskeleton in force transmission, as indicated by the 

measured mitochondrial displacements after AFM indentation, we compared the effect on 

mitochondrial displacements in untreated cells with those treated with CytD and 

nocodazole. The indentation experiments followed the same protocol as described earlier 

in  3.2.2 and  3.3.2. Figure  4-4 shows the natural displacement next to the force-induced 

displacement, in each of the cases.  

 

Figure  4-4. Cytoskeleton disruption effect on force-induced mitochondrial motility. 

For each case, the blue bar represents the mean natural displacement (nm) of mitochondria in a 

one-second interval. The red bar represents the mean displacement of mitochondria in the 

consecutive one-second interval, in which AFM indentation took place. The displacement of 

mitochondria following indentation did not show a significant increase (P = 0.62 for CytD 

treatments; P = 0.31 for nocodazole treatments), in comparison to the ~40% increase that was 

observed for untreated cells (*P < 0.001, control versus post-indentation displacement). 
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For CytD-treated cells, indentation increased from 56 ± 3 to 58  ± 3 nm (P = 0.62) and 

for nocodazole-treated indentation decreased from 57 ± 2 to 54 ± 2 nm (P = 0.31). 

Therefore, after either drug treatment, AFM indentation did not lead to a significant 

change in mitochondrial displacement, compared to the ~40% increase shown for 

untreated cells. 

 The results clearly show that indentation has no effect on mitochondrial 

displacements when the cell’s cytoskeletal infrastructure is disrupted, and an intact 

cytoskeleton is essential for the transmission of long-distance forces throughout the cell. 

Furthermore, disrupting either the microtubule or the actin network led to a similar result, 

suggesting that an intact presence of both cytoskeletal elements is needed to produce the 

observed force-induced displacements of mitochondria. 

 

4.3.3 Effect of cytoskeletal disruption on cell stiffness 

Young’s modulus (YM) was derived from force curves measured on untreated, CytD-

treated and nocodazole-treated cells, as described in  4.2.5 and  4.2.6. 24 cells were 

analysed in each case, with approximately 8 force curves obtained and analysed for each 

cell. Figure  4-5 shows typical force-indentation curves (derived from AFM force-

displacement curves that were measured with a conical indenter), for untreated and 

treated cells. 
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Figure  4-5. Force-indentation curves for cells treated with CytD and nocodazole. 

Force-indentation curves were derived from force-distance AFM measurements, by fitting to the 

Hertz model for a cone. Contact points were estimated by fitting for a 200 nm indentation (as 

described in  3.2.1). Treatment with CytD (red line) showed the strongest effect on cell stiffness, 

as seen above: cells were softer and an applied force of 2 nN led to an indentation of ~2.7 μm, 

compared to ~1.7 μm in untreated cells (black line). 

  

 From the force-indentation curves, the effect of the drugs on cell stiffness is clear. 

The strongest effect was observed for cells treated with CytD. Here, cells were softer, and 

the applied force of 2 nN led to an indentation of ~2.7 μm (Figure  4-5, red line), in 

comparison with untreated cells where an indentation of ~1.7 μm was observed (black 

line). Figure  4-6 shows the average YM calculated for untreated and treated cells. For 

untreated cells the average YM was 3.4 ± 0.2 kPa, for CytD-treated cells 1.5 ± 0.2 kPa 
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and for nocodazole-treated cells 2.4 ± 0.3 kPa (mean ± s.e.m). Hence, treatment with 

CytD and nocodazole led to a decrease in cell stiffness of ~55% and ~30%, respectively. 

 

Figure  4-6. Young’s modulus of cells treated with CytD and nocodazole. 

Average YM calculated from force-curves measured with a conical indenter for untreated cells, 

CytD-treated cells and nocodazole-treated cells (n = 24 cells in each case, ~8 force curves 

obtained and averaged for each cell). The average YM for control was 3.4 ± 0.2 kPa, for CytD-

treated cells 1.5 ± 0.2 kPa and for nocodazole-treated cells 2.4 ± 0.3 kPa (mean ± s.e.m). *P < 

0.001, drugs versus control and CytD versus nocodazole. 

 
 

 Similar decrease in YM following treatments with CytD and nocodazole in 3T3 

fibroblasts were previously observed (Pelling, A.E. & Dawson, D.W. et al., 2007; Rotsch, 

C. & Radmacher, M., 2000). It is interesting to note the similarity between YM (Figure 

 4-6) and mitochondrial displacement measurements (Figure  4-3) for the drug-treated cells 

and in particularly for CytD, where both cell stiffness and the average mitochondrial 

motility were reduced by ~50% in comparison with the control. In the case of nocodazole, 
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though, the decrease in cell stiffness was smaller (in line with previous observations), but 

mitochondrial motility decreased in a similar manner to that observed for CytD 

treatments. 

 In order to compare local and global variations in stiffness, all YM measurements 

were repeated with a cantilever tip to which a polystyrene bead of ~19μm diameter was 

attached (A-Hassan, E. et al., 1998; Charras, G.T. & Horton, M.A., 2002a), as described 

in  4.2.6. Spherical indentation has a much larger surface area (>10 μm2 for a 200 nm 

indentation) when compared to conical indentation where the contact surface area for a 

200 nm indentation is < 100 nm2. The experiments were carried out in the same fashion 

as described for conical indentation. Figure  4-7 shows the average YM measured for the 

different treatments. The average YM for untreated cells was 1.0 ± 0.05 kPa, 0.42 ± 0.05 

kPa for CytD-treated cells and 0.57 ± 0.03 kPa for nocodazole-treated cells (mean ± 

s.e.m; *P < 0.001, drugs versus control and CytD versus nocodazole). Thus, 58% 

decrease in stiffness following CytD treatment and 42% decrease following nocodazole 

treatment. These results indicate a similar reduction in cell stiffness over both global and 

local scales. 
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Figure  4-7. Young’s modulus of cells treated with CytD and nocodazole (spherical 

indentation). 

Average YM calculated for untreated cells, CytD-treated cells and nocodazole-treated cells, using 

a ~19μm polystyrene probe (n = 24 cells in each case, ~8 force curves obtained and averaged for 

each cell). The average YM was 1.0 ± 0.05 kPa for control, 0.42 ± 0.05 kPa for CytD-treated cells 

and 0.57 ± 0.03 kPa for nocodazole-treated cells (mean ± s.e.m). *P < 0.001, drugs versus control 

and CytD versus nocodazole. 

 

 The absolute YM values obtained using conical tips have been observed 

previously to be higher than those obtained with spherical tips (Radmacher, M. et al., 

1995). This is mainly due to the small contact area of the conical tip with the sample, 

where the tip is almost in direct contact with single actin filaments and is influenced by 

their high YM of around ~2 GPa (Kojima, H. et al., 1994), and thus force is dissipated 

directly into the cytoskeleton. On the other hand, the spherical beads have a large contact 

area with the cell and are more highly influenced by the cell membrane and cytoplasm as 
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it flows through the cytoskeleton in response to the applied force. Force is mainly 

dissipated into the cytoplasm and membrane. 

 Although the absolute values for YM differed significantly between the two 

indentation methods, the important point to note is that the relative change in YM, when 

comparing control to treated cells, was similar for both forms of indentation. These 

results show that the decrease in membrane stiffness, which followed the drug treatments, 

is measureable both at the local nano-scale (<100 nm2) and at the global micro-scale (>10 

μm2) and appear to be correlated to the measured mitochondrial displacements. 

 

4.3.4 Membrane damage control experiments 

Cells used in this study were typically 5-8 μm in height and an applied force of 10 nN, as 

used in the mitochondrial displacements experiments, will produce a large indentation 

into the cell of ~2 μm (or 25-40% of cell height). It was important to ensure that the 

applied force was not damaging the cell membrane, thus indirectly influencing 

mitochondrial behaviour. Force curves were measured over the nucleus under conditions 

similar to our experiment (1Hz, with a maximum applied force of 10 nN). It is clear from 

the measured force curve (Figure  4-8a) that no discontinuities or significant adhesion 

events occurred before or after the application of 10nN force, in agreement with previous 

work in which the membrane was purposely damaged (Obataya, I. et al., 2005). 
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Figure  4-8. Membrane damage control experiment. 

(a) A typical force-distance curve measured on a live cell with a maximum force of 10nN 

(straight line = approach; dashed line = retract). No discontinuities were observed in the approach 

portion of the force curve, and no significant adhesion events were observed in the retract portion 

of the curve. This suggests that there was no penetration of the AFM tip through the membrane. 

(b-d) In a second control experiment, the membrane-impermeable nuclear dye propidium iodide 

(PI) was added to the medium prior to perturbation at 10nN force. Fluorescent images were 

obtained 1 minute (b), and 20 minutes (c) after perturbation. As a positive control Triton X-100, a 

membrane-permeabilizing agent, was added to the medium and an image obtained 20 sec 

afterwards (d). In comparison to post-AFM perturbation images (b, c) where there was no 

staining observed, PI quickly localized in the nucleus after Triton X-100 exposure, producing a 

strong, well-defined, fluorescent signal (* shows the nucleus of the cell that was perturbed with 

the AFM tip). Scale bars: 20 μm 

 

 As a second control, propidium iodide (PI) was introduced into the medium 

during an AFM indentation experiment. PI is a membrane impermeable DNA 
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intercalating fluorescent dye which is routinely used to check for cell membrane damage 

or rupture during apoptosis. If membrane damage occurs, PI enters the cell and will 

quickly localize in the nucleus that becomes fluorescent; otherwise, PI remains outside 

the cell and does not fluoresce. With PI in the medium, fluorescence imaging before and 

after membrane indentation will reveal any damage to the cell membrane. In our study, 

we observed no evidence of membrane damage as there was no PI fluorescence 

immediately after perturbation and up to 20 minutes later (Figure  4-8b, c). As a positive 

control, we also added 0.5% Triton-X100 to the medium to purposefully damage the 

membrane. Upon addition of Triton-X100, PI immediately localized in the nucleus 

producing bright fluorescence, which can be seen as a well defined image of round and 

intact nuclei (Figure  4-8d). Taken together, these results confirm that the perturbation by 

the AFM tip does not damage the cell membrane of NIH3T3 fibroblasts or induce any 

longer term damage within the timeframe or conditions of our experiments. Therefore, 

any observed rearrangement of mitochondria in this study is due to the local perturbation 

by the AFM tip. 
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4.4 Conclusions 

Here, the role of the cytoskeleton in transmission of mechanical forces over long 

distances was investigated. The methodology described here was used to evaluate the 

cytoskeleton’s role in cellular force transmission by measuring force-induced 

displacements of mitochondria. Here, we used a natural cellular component as a marker 

for force transduction, eliminating the need for interference, such as by injection of 

microbeads or quantum dots into the cell. Two important observations were made: 

1. The basal motility of mitochondria relies on an intact cytoskeleton. Disruption of 

either the microtubules or the actin cytoskeleton resulted in a ~50% decrease in 

the average mitochondrial motility; 

2. AFM indentation, which led to a rapid increase of ~40% in mitochondrial 

displacement in untreated cells, did not have any effect on mitochondrial 

displacement when either the actin network or microtubules were disrupted using 

cytoskeletal drugs, showing the requirement of both cytoskeletal frameworks for 

the effective transmission of forces through the cell. 

 

 These findings have implications on our understanding of the connectivity of the 

different cytoskeletal networks in the cell and their relative impact on both cell stiffness 

and on the long distance propagation of forces through the cell. The importance of the 

cytoskeletal drug experiments performed here is the fact that they prove the cytoskeleton 

as the facilitator of the large increase in mitochondrial displacements that was observed 

in untreated cells following AFM indentation. Propagation of forces through the cell at 
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such high speeds may have a crucial role in the way cells adapt to their surrounding and 

interact with the ECM and neighbouring cells. As mechanical connections have 

previously been shown to exist between cytoskeletal filaments and the nucleus (Maniotis, 

A.J. et al., 1997), this mechanism of force transduction might also be used to relay 

mechanical cues directly to the nucleus, directly affecting gene transcription (Hu, S.H. et 

al., 2005; Ingber, D.E., 1993). 
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Abstract 

Retinol and Conjugated Linoleic Acid (CLA) have previously been shown to have an 

important role in gene expression and various cellular processes, including differentiation, 

proliferation and cell death. Here, we have investigated the effect of retinol and CLA, 

both individually and in combination, on the intracellular cytoskeleton, focal adhesions 

(FAs) and on the mechanical properties of 3T3 fibroblasts. We observed a dose-

dependent decrease in the formation of FAs following treatment with either compound, 

which was directly correlated to an increase in cell height (>30%) and a decrease in the 

measured Young’s modulus (~28%). Furthermore, treatments with both compounds 

demonstrated an increased, additive effect and led to a reduction of >70% in the average 

number of FAs per cell and a decrease of >50% in average cell stiffness. In addition, by 

quantifying displacements of mitochondria in response to applied AFM perturbations, 

force propagation through the cytoskeleton was shown to be strongly blunted in retinol- 

and CLA-treated cells. These data reveal that retinol and CLA disrupt FA formation, 

leading to an increase in cell height and a significant decrease in stiffness. These results 

may broaden our understanding of the interplay between cell mechanics and cellular 

contact with the external microenvironment, and help to shed light on the important role 

of retinoids and CLA in health and disease. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Retinoids are naturally occurring derivatives of retinol (vitamin A) and have an important 

role in gene regulation and control in a variety of cellular and tissue processes, including 

proliferation, cell differentiation and apoptosis (Chambon, P., 1996; Napoli, J.L., 1996). 

They play an important role in tissue development, such as the nervous system and 

neurite growth (Margaret Clagett-Dame, E.M.M., Parag D. Muley,, 2006) and limb 

formation (Benoît Robert, Y.L., 2006). Retinoids are also potent inhibitors of 

carcinogenesis (Spom, M.B. & Roberts, A.B., 1983); for example, retinoic acid was 

found to prevent mammary carcinogenesis in rats (Anzano, M.A. et al., 1994) and has 

also been used for the treatment of leukemia and other cancers in humans (Huang, M. et 

al., 1988; Jing, Y. & Waxman, S., 2007; Lotan, R., 1996; Marill, J. et al., 2003). These 

compounds also have wider functions reflected in their diverse effects on the regulation 

of specific genes (Balmer, J.E. & Blomhoff, R., 2002), including impacting on cell 

adhesion mediated by integrin cell adhesion receptors (Carla Rozzo, V.C., Gianluca 

Caridi, Gabriella Pagnan, Mirco Ponzoni,, 1997). Retinoic acid (RA) has been previously 

shown to stimulate keratinocyte growth in culture and also to inhibit the extracellular 

matrix (ECM) molecules fibronectin (FN) and thrombospondin (TSP) production  

(Varani, J. et al., 1989). Similar results on FN inhibition were observed on 3T3 

fibroblasts (Scita, G. et al., 1996). Adhesion to the substrate was also reduced following 

treatments with RA, together with a decrease in ability of cells to reattach and spread 

(Varani, J. et al., 1989). 
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 Retinol and RA has also shown to have direct effect on skin conditions and 

appearance. Photoaging (also termed ‘premature ageing’) describes the sun-induced 

damage caused by UV irradiation to the skin. Unlike chronological ageing, which is 

affected only by the passage of time, photoaging relies upon the degree of sun exposure 

and skin pigmentation. Extracellular matrix degradation caused by solar irradiation 

contributes to the wrinkle phenotype of skin ageing (Fisher, G.J. et al., 1996). A large 

number of controlled clinical studies has shown RA to improve the appearance of 

photoaged skin (Fisher, G.J. et al., 2002; Weiss, J.S. et al., 1988). It was suggested that 

this is related to the induction of TGF-β in mouse cells, which is a known inducer for the 

production of type I and III procollagen and other components of the dermal ECM (Glick, 

A.B. et al., 1989; Kim, H.J. et al., 1992). A dose-dependent decrease in the collagen-

inductive effects of TGF-β following incubation with RA was also observed in 

fibroblasts (Redlich, C. et al., 1995). Besides the effect on collagen, it is likely that other 

dermal components are affected by RA. One example is the UV irradiation-induced 

protein c-Jun, which is a known inhibitor of types I and III procollagen and which 

accumulation was shown to be blocked by RA treatment (Fisher, G.J. et al., 2002). 

 Clinical vehicle-controlled studies also show that retinol can be used to improve 

naturally-aged skin. Retinol application significantly reduced the fine wrinkling in 

chronologically aged skin (skin located at the upper inner arms) and induced type I 

procollagen (Kafi, R. et al., 2007). In these studies retinol was favourably used over 

retinoic acid, as it was found to penetrate the skin and cause RA-like effects, with a much 

less degree of skin irritation, compared to RA (Kang, S.W. et al., 1995) 
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 Retinol can enter the cell passively by diffusion through the plasma membrane or 

via active transport by a membrane-bound retinol-binding protein (RBP) (Napoli, J., 

1996) (Figure  5-1). Once in the cell, retinol binds to cellular retinol-binding protein 

(CRBP) which serves as a substrate for retinol conversion into retinoic acid (RA), the 

biologically active form of retinol (Napoli, J., 1996). RA then enters the nucleus, most 

likely with the assistance of one of the cellular RA binding proteins (CRABPs) (Ward, 

S.J. & Morriss-Kay, G.M., 1997). In the nucleus, RA acts as a ligand to activate the 

transcription factors RA-receptor (RAR) and retinoid X receptor (RXR). Together, they 

influence the transcription of various genes by binding to retinoic acid response elements 

(RARE) that are downstream of those genes (Levin, A.A. et al., 1992; Napoli, J.L., 1996). 

Figure  5-1 shows the metabolic pathways of retinol and the mechanism through which it 

influences gene expression. 

Figure  5-1. Retinol: metabolic 

pathways and mechanism of 

action. 

(a) Metabolic pathway for retinol 

conversion into various forms of 

RA. (b) The cellular pathway of 

RA action. In the cytoplasm 

retinol is bound to CRBP and 

undergoes conversion into RA. 

With the assistance of CRABPs it 

enters the nucleus and activates 

transcription factors RAR and 

RXR, together with which it binds 

to RARE elements of the DNA, 

affecting gene transcription (from 

(Maden, M., 2002) 
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 Conjugated Linoleic Acid (CLA) is a general term for a family of linoleic acid 

isomers, found mainly in beef, milk and other dairy products (Pariza, M.W. et al., 2000). 

Recent research shows that retinol levels increase in the breast, liver and plasma in 

proportion to CLA intake (Banni, S. et al., 1999; Carta, G. et al., 2002). As such, CLAs 

affect fat metabolism and hence body composition (DeLany, J.P. & West, D.B., 2000; 

Evans, M.E. et al., 2002) and are anti-adipogenic and impact insulin resistance. CLA has 

a broad range of physiological effects and, as with retinoids, CLA exposure produces 

diverse effects on gene regulation (Moya-Camarena, S.Y. & Belury, M.A., 1999). 

Previous research found CLA to be a potent inhibitor of various pathological processes, 

including  atherosclerosis, inflammatory responses, osteoporosis and carcinogenesis 

(Bhattacharya, A. et al., 2006; Butz, D.E. et al., 2007; Das, U.N., 2000; O'Shea, M. et al., 

2004; Pariza, M.W. et al., 2000; Song, H.J. et al., 2005; Toomey, S. et al., 2006; Watkins, 

B.A. & Seifert, M.F., 2000; Whigham, L.D. et al., 2000; Zulet, M.A. et al., 2005). 

Regarding the latter, both animal and in-vitro data suggest that CLA possesses anti-

carcinogenic characteristics, including an increase in retinol concentrations, inhibition of 

tumor growth and suppression of metastasis of cancer cells (Whigham, L.D. et al., 2000). 

Of particular relevance to the present work, CLA can impact cell adhesion at several 

levels: extracellular matrix synthesis and degradation (Hubbard, N.E. et al., 2007; 

Ringseis, R. et al., 2008), intracellular signaling (Song, H.J. et al., 2004), and cell-cell 

and cell-matrix interactions (Chen, B.-Q. et al., 2004; Sneddon, A.A. et al., 2006). 

Moreover, the capacity of CLA to increase retinol levels in different tissues could be 

related to the known ability of CLA to activate peroxisome proliferator activated 

receptors (PPARs) (Lampen, A. et al., 2005). A suggested route might be the activation 
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of PPAR-alpha by CLA, which is a known transcription factor for CRBP, the cellular 

retinol-binding protein. CRBP acts as a substrate for the conversion of retinol into RA, 

hence increasing the concentration of CRBP would lead to increased synthesis of RA 

(Carta, G. et al., 2002; Napoli, J., 1996). 

 One of the proteins in which expression is known to be affected by RA is 

fibronectin (FN), a dimeric protein that plays an important role in cell attachment to the 

extracellular matrix (ECM) at cellular focal adhesions. FN is bound by integrin receptors 

on the cell through specialized protein domains and amino-acid sequences, such as the 

arginine-glycine-aspartate (RGD sequence), and ECM components such as collagen, 

heparin and fibrin (Hynes, R.O., 1992; Pankov, R. & Yamada, K.M., 2002). In 

vertebrates, FN exists in one of two forms: as an abundant soluble constituent of plasma 

(at a concentration of about 300 µg/ml) and other body fluids, and in the insoluble 

extracellular matrix. Soluble FN dimers are secreted by various cells, mainly fibroblasts, 

and then assembled into an insoluble matrix as part of the ECM (Pankov, R. & Yamada, 

K.M., 2002). Retinoic acid has previously been shown to reduce cellular fibronectin 

mRNA and protein levels in primary hepatocytes (Kim, H. & Wolf, G., 1987). More 

recently, RA was found to significantly reduce the levels of intracellular FN in NIH-3T3 

fibroblasts, in a dose-dependant manner (Scita, G. et al., 1996; Scita, G. & Wolf, G., 

1994). RA did not alter the levels of FN transcripts and was proposed to act on FN at a 

post-transcriptional level (Luigi M. De Luca, G.S., Jun Takatsuka,, 1997). 

 Focal adhesions (FAs) are specialised sites of adhesion between the cell and the 

ECM and appear in many cell types, including fibroblasts (Burridge, K. & Chrzanowska-

Wodnicka, M., 1996). They consist of a complex of proteins, including integrin cell 
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adhesion receptors that interact with the ECM externally and with the actin cytoskeleton 

on the inside of the cell. Integrins are heterodimeric cell surface receptors composed of 

two non-covalently associated transmembrane subunits, α and β, which in addition to 

connecting adhesive proteins in the ECM to the cytoskeleton are also involved in 

intracellular signal transduction (Hynes, R.O., 1992). The cytoplasmic part of the integrin 

dimer interacts with various intracellular proteins, most notably talin and vinculin 

(Miyamoto, S. et al., 1995). Vinculin is an intracellular protein that controls and regulates 

the formation of FAs by directly interacting with actin and other proteins that are 

involved in FAs formation (Humphries, J.D. et al., 2007). 

 

Figure  5-2. The various 

proteins involved in focal 

adhesions. 

The complex assembly of 

proteins involved in the 

linking of the membrane-

spanning integrins to the actin 

cytoskeleton. Integrins can 

bind directly to the talin head 

domain. Through its tail 

domain, talin can bind directly 

to the actin, as well as to other 

protein that are involved in the 

FA such as vinculin. Vinculin 

can also directly bind actin 

and is also anchored to the 

membrane (from (Vicente-

Manzanares, M. et al., 2009) 
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 Acting as the point of contact between the cell and the extracellular matrix, 

integrins have been shown to be mechanically coupled to the cytoskeleton filaments, the 

nucleus and the ECM (Maniotis, A.J. et al., 1997). Acting as mechanoreceptors, integrins 

mediate the transfer of extracellular mechanical stresses into the cytoskeleton and nucleus 

(Ingber, D.E., 2003b; Wang, N. et al., 1993). Conversely, tensional forces generated 

within the cytoskeleton are directed towards the cell substrate and ECM through FAs to 

affect cell shape and motility (Polte, T.R. et al., 2004). FAs also play a crucial role in the 

ability of cells to generate and transmit forces to the ECM (Balaban, Nathalie Q. et al., 

2001; Burridge, K. & Chrzanowska-Wodnicka, M., 1996) and to maintain an internal 

prestress in cells (Ingber, D., 1991; Wang, N. et al., 1993). Furthermore, the magnitude 

of local forces exerted by the cell have been linearly correlated to the intensity and 

surface area of the corresponding FAs (Balaban, N. Q. et al., 2001). 

 Here, we have treated fibroblast cells with retinol and CLA in order to examine 

their effect on the intracellular cytoskeleton, cell adhesion and the nanomechanical 

properties of living cells. We have found a dose-dependent decrease in the average 

number of FAs per cell following retinol and CLA treatments. The loss of FAs was also 

followed by an increase of up to 30% in the average cell height. This directly correlated 

to a decrease in cell stiffness, determined on local (<100 nm2) and global (>10 μm2, using 

fabricated colloidal probes) areas of the cell membrane by AFM measurements of 

Young’s modulus (YM). In addition, a combination treatment of both retinol and CLA 

was shown to have a cooperative effect and led to a decrease in the average number of 

FAs per cell and a >50% decrease in average cell stiffness, supporting previous evidence 

of CLA role as an enhancer of retinol levels (Carta, G. et al., 2002). Our results reveal 
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that retinol and CLA treatments disrupt intact FA formation and cell adhesion, leading to 

a concomitant increase in cell height and changes to the nanomechancial properties of the 

cell membrane. Therefore, understanding the interplay between retinol and CLA with cell 

adhesion and cellular mechanics may help to illuminate some of the underlying 

mechanisms linked to these vital biological pathways in normal physiology and the 

development of a range of diseases. 
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5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1  Cell Culture 

NIH-3T3 Fibroblasts were cultured in DMEM GlutaMAX media supplemented with 10% 

fetal bovine serum (both obtained from Invitrogen, Paisley, UK), 100 IU/mL penicillin 

and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (Invitrogen), and were maintained at  37 °C and 5% CO2. 

Cells were plated into 50 mm glass-bottom FluoroDish™ culture dishes (World Precision 

Instruments, Inc., UK) one day prior to the experiment. 

5.2.2 Retinol and CLA 

Retinol and CLA were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Company Ltd., Dorset, UK. 

Synthetic crystalline retinol (>95% HPLC) was dissolved in ethanol at 3 mM. Conjugated 

Linoleic acid (CLA) containing a mixture of cis-9, trans-11 CLA and trans-10, cis-12 

CLA, was dissolved in ethanol at 71 mM. All stock solutions were stored at -20ºC until 

used. Retinol was used at final concentrations of 10 μM and 20 μM, and CLA was used at 

final concentrations of 50 μM and 100 μM. At higher concentrations of the two 

compounds there was an apparent toxic effect with changes in cell proliferation and 

hence the lower concentrations were used throughout this study. The ethanol solutions of 

the compounds were dissolved in the culture media and cells were left for incubation for 

24 hr prior to the experiment. Controls were incubated for 24 hr with an equal dose of 

ethanol as the highest compound-treated cells were incubated with. For comparisons of 

drug effect, in some cases cells were incubated with the actin depolymerisation drug 
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Cytochalasin D (5μM, Sigma, UK) for 30 min prior to elasticity measurement 

experiments (Pelling, A.E. & Veraitch, F.S. et al., 2007). 

5.2.3 Immunofluorescence and Imaging  

Prior to fluorescence staining, cells were washed with warm PBS, fixed with 3.5% 

paraformaldehyde, 2% sucrose (10 min) and permeabilsed with 0.5% Triton-X (3 min) at 

room temperature. FAs were stained at room temperature by incubating cells with mouse 

monoclonal anti-vinculin (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) for 30 min followed by Alexa 546 

rabbit-anti-mouse immunoglobulins (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) for 30 min with a 15 min 

wash after each incubation. Actin filaments were then stained by incubating at room 

temperature with Phalloidin Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) for 20 min 

followed by a 15 min wash. Finally, nuclei were stained by incubation with DAPI 

(Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) on ice for 10 min, followed by a final 10 min wash with PBS. 

Images were acquired on an Olympus FV1000 laser scanning confocal microscope 

(Olympus, UK). 

5.2.4 AFM indentation and extraction of Young’s modulus 

Cells plated in cell culture dishes with 3 ml of buffered (10 mM Hepes) media were 

placed in a combined AFM-fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX71 inverted optical 

microscope and JPK NanoWizard® I AFM). Using a temperature-controlled stage, the 

culture media was maintained at 37°C for the duration of the experiment. For each 

culture dish, the experimental time was less than half an hour, which prevented 

significant evaporation of the culture media. MSCT-AUWH cantilevers (Veeco) with 
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pyramidal-shaped tips were calibrated and the spring constant was experimentally 

determined to be 0.05 ± 0.01 N/m (Levy, R. & Maaloum, M., 2002). Single, live 

interphase cells were chosen optically and the AFM cantilever was positioned above the 

nucleus. Force-distance measurements were initiated with a maximum force of 2nN. 

Individual cells were selected randomly from across the tissue culture dish and 24 cells 

were tested for each of the drug treatment experiments and controls. All AFM 

measurements were made over the nucleus for two reasons: First, to act as a constant 

reference point, as cell shape can vary greatly. Secondly, to avoid the effect of the hard 

glass substrate that the cells were adhering to - AFM material properties would 

artificially be higher if the cell edges of spread cells were used. 10 force curves were 

recorded over the nucleus of each cell at 1 Hz. The data was then fitted for an indentation 

of 200nm using the Hertz model for either conical or spherical indenters (Pelling, A.E. & 

Nicholls, B.M. et al., 2007; Radmacher, M. et al., 1995) 

1. 2
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Where is ν is Poisson’s ratio, α the half opening angle of the tip in the case of cone 

indentation (1), R is the sphere radius in the case of sphere indentation (2), δ is the 

indentation depth of the tip and E is the Young’s modulus. 

5.2.5 Preparation of spherical indenters 

Polystyrene microspheres (Bangs Laboratories Inc., Fishers, IN) of ~19 μm diameter 

were glued onto tipless cantilevers (CSC 12 rectangular beam, MikroMasch, Estonia, 350 
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um long, 35 μm wide and 1.0 μm thick, spring constants about 0.03 N/m) using a small 

amount of epoxy resin (UHUÒ plus Schnellfest, UHU GmbH & Co. KG, Germany). 

Spring constants of each individual cantilever were determined as described before (Levy, 

R. & Maaloum, M., 2002) and the exact size of each sphere was measured using optical 

and scanning electron microscopy. The particles were washed in Decon 90 (Decon 

Laboratories Limited, UK), rinsed in an excess of deionised water, and subsequently 

treated in an O2 plasma for 100 s. Probes were stored in nitrogen atmosphere before use. 

Tips were calibrated before each experiment and the spring constant was determined to 

be 0.06 ± 0.01 N/m (Levy, R. & Maaloum, M., 2002). 

5.2.6 Statistical Methods 

Data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (s.e.m), unless stated otherwise. 

Measurements were analysed using unpaired or paired Student's t tests with significance 

at P < 0.05 or lower, as stated in the text. 
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5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Effect of retinol and CLA on focal adhesions formation 

Cells were incubated for 24h with either retinol, CLA, or retinol and CLA together, at 

various concentrations and then fixed and stained for vinculin, actin filaments and the 

nucleus (see Materials & Methods).Figure  5-3 shows results for the following treatments: 

untreated control, 10 μΜ retinol, 50 μΜ CLA and a combination of 10 μΜ retinol and 50 

μΜ CLA. Images reveal the structure of the nucleus (blue), focal adhesions (FAs) (red) 

and actin filaments (green). The right column of images shows only the nucleus and FAs, 

for clarity. FAs are clearly visible at the cell periphery and in much greater number in the 

control (Figure  5-3, b; white arrows) when compared to the retinol- and CLA-treated 

cells (Figure  5-3, d and f). The combination of retinol and CLA resulted in a further 

reduction of discrete FAs (Figure  5-3, h) are only apparent at the cell periphery. 

 In order to assess the effect retinol and/or CLA had on the spatial distribution of 

FAs, the morphology and total number of discrete FAs were analysed for 30 cells along a 

cross section of the culture dish for the controls and each compound. A significant 

decrease in the number of individual FAs per cell for the treated cells was observed. 

Figure  5-4 shows the average number of FAs per cell (n = 30 cells for control and each of 

the treatments). 
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Figure  5-3. Reduction 

in focal adhesions 

following treatments 

with retinol and CLA 

NIH-3T3 fibroblasts were 

treated at the lower-end 

concentrations of retinol 

(10 μM) and CLA (50 μM) 

for 24h prior to staining, 

individually and in 

combination of the two 

compounds. Cells were 

then fixed and stained for 

nucleus (blue), actin 

filaments (green) and FAs 

(red). The left column 

shows all three dyes, and 

the right column shows 

only the nucleus and FAs, 

for clarity. Discrete FAs are 

clearly visible in large 

numbers at the cell 

periphery for the control (b, 

white arrows). Fewer FAs 

are seen for the retinol- and 

CLA-treated cells (d and f, 

respectively) and are much 

less apparent in the case of 

combination treatment of the two compounds (h). The actin cytoskeleton does not seem to be 

greatly affected and cell integrity is maintained after treatments (a, c, e, h). Scale-bars are all 

10μm. 
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 For control cells, 19.8 ± 1.2 discrete FAs were observed per cell, while in treated 

cells the number showed a dose and compound dependent significant decrease of 22% to 

70% (Figure  5-4). The lowest doses of retinol (10 μM) and CLA (50 μM) resulted in a 

reduction of 22% and 23%, respectively. Doubling the dose led to a further decrease in 

the average number of FAs per cell of 47% for retinol and 44% for CLA. Interestingly, a 

combination of retinol and CLA treatments, even at the low doses, led to a decrease of 

more than 50%, showing an additive effect of the two drugs. The highest dose 

combination gave rise to the greatest decrease (70%; *P < 0.01, control versus each 

treatment). 

 

Figure  5-4. The effect of retinol and CLA treatments on focal adhesions. 

The number of FAs per cell was averaged along a cross section of the dish (n = 30 cells in each 

treatment). For control, there was an average of 19.8 ± 1.2 discrete FAs per cell. The lowest doses 

of retinol and CLA (10μM and 50μM, respectively) resulted in similar reductions (22% and 23%, 

respectively). Doubling the doses of retinol and CLA led to a decrease of 47% and 44%, 

respectively. Treatment with both drugs, in combination, at their lower concentration, led to a 

decrease of 56% and at their higher concentration to a decrease of 70% in the average number of 

FAs. *P < 0.01 for control versus each treatment. 
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 In addition to a decrease in the number of FAs a change in cell height was 

observed, as determined by confocal microscopy. Treated cells were also higher than 

control, with an average height of 7.7 μm ± 0.6 μm for cells treated with retinol and CLA 

(at concentrations of 20 μM and 100 μM, respectively; n = 20 cells), compared to an 

average height of 5.8 μm ± 0.6 μm (n = 14 cells) for controls (*P < 0.005). Thus, an 

increase of >30% in the average cell height following the treatment. The decrease in FAs 

formation and the subsequent increase in cell height raised the question of whether these 

biological effects have a significant impact on the nanomechanical properties of the 

treated cells. 

 

5.3.2 Effect of retinol and CLA on cell stiffness 

Prior to Young’s modulus (YM) measurements, 3T3 fibroblasts were plated and 

incubated with the retinol or CLA for 24h as described above. Figure  5-5 shows typical 

AFM force-indentation plots that were derived from force curves produced for control 

and for the different treatments, using either conical (Figure  5-5a) or spherical (Figure 

 5-5b) indenters. 
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Figure  5-5. Force-indentation plots for cells treated with retinol and CLA. 

AFM force-indentation plots that were derived from force curves produced for control and for the 

different treatments, using either conical (a) or spherical (b) AFM indenters. For the same 

magnitude of force, the indentation of the AFM into treated cells is greater than that of control, 

demonstrating the decrease in Young’s modulus following treatments with retinol and CLA. 
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 The effect of compounds on cell material properties was first examined by using 

standard AFM cantilevers with nominally cone-shaped tips. Figure  5-6 shows the dose-

dependant decrease in cell stiffness in retinol and CLA-treated cells. 

 

Figure  5-6. Young’s modulus of retinol- and CLA-treated fibroblasts. 

Cells were incubated with either retinol or CLA for 24h prior to force measurements. For the 

control, the measured YM was 3.4 ± 0.2 kPa; for 10μM retinol, YM was 3.0 ± 0.3 kPa and for 

20μM retinol, the measured YM was 2.4 ± 0.35 kPa. Thus, a decrease of 10% and 29%, 

respectively, in comparison to the control. Following incubation with 50μM CLA the measured 

YM was 2.7 ± 0.3 kPa and for 100μM CLA the measured YM was 2.4 ± 0.2 kPa. Thus, a 

decrease was observed of 19% and 28%, respectively, in comparison to the control.  *P < 0.05; 

**P < 0.005 (control versus drug treated; n = 24 cells for each treatment). 

 

For the control, untreated cells, the average measured YM was 3.4 ± 0.2 kPa. For 10 μM 

retinol treatment the measured YM was 3.0 ± 0.3 kPa (*P < 0.05 versus control; n = 24 

cells, 10 measurements per cell as described in the Materials and Methods) and for 20 

μM the YM was 2.4 ± 0.3 Pa (**P < 0.005 versus control; n = 24 cells). Thus, a decrease 
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of 10% and 29%, respectively, in comparison to the control. Treatments with CLA 

showed a similar dose-dependent decrease in stiffness, as shown in the case of retinol. 

For 50 μM CLA, the measured YM was 2.7 ± 0.3 kPa and for 100 μM CLA the measured 

YM was 2.4 ± 0.2 kPa (**P < 0.005 versus control; n=24 cells). Therefore, there was a 

decrease of 19% and 28%, for each treatment respectively, in comparison to the control.  

 In order to investigate the effect of retinol and CLA in combination, cells were 

incubated with the two: at either a concentration of 10 μM retinol and 50 μM CLA, or 

twice that at a concentration of 20 μM and 100 μM. Figure  5-7 shows the results of YM 

measurements for these treatments. Incubation with a combination at the lower 

concentrations led to a significant decrease of ~50% in stiffness compared to the control. 

Thus, the drug combination resulted in a greater decrease than in each of the individual 

cases (**P < 0.005 for all drug combinations; n = 24 cells for each treatment), showing a 

cooperative effect of the two drugs on cell stiffness. When retinol and CLA 

concentrations were doubled, the decrease was similar to that with the lower 

concentration (data not shown). Cytochalasin D (CytD) interferes with actin filament 

polymerisation/depolymerisation, disrupting the cytoskeleton, and was used to examine 

the effects of disrupting the actin cytoskeleton. Treatment with CytD (for 20 min at 

concentration of 5 μM) caused a reduction in cell stiffness of 55% (Figure  5-7). As 

treatment with a combination of retinol and CLA, on the other hand, did not show 

disruption to the actin cytoskeleton (Figure  5-3g), but nonetheless resulted in a similar 

decrease in stiffness, a different mechanism is to be considered (see Discussion, below). 
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Figure  5-7. Young’s modulus following combination treatments with retinol and 

CLA. 

When cells were incubated with both retinol and CLA, a decrease in stiffness of ~50% was 

observed. This decrease is larger than that observed for the individual drugs, and is similar to the 

decrease observed when cells were incubated with the actin polymerisation inhibitor, CytD (5μM, 

20 min). Error bars are mean ± s.e.m; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005 (control versus drug-treated and 

individual treatments versus the combination treatment). 

 

 To examine the effect of local versus global force curve measurements on the 

observed Young’s modulus, all experiments were repeated with a cantilever tip to which 

a polystyrene bead of ~19 μm diameter was attached (A-Hassan, E. et al., 1998; Charras, 

G.T. & Horton, M.A., 2002a). A spherical indentation differs from a conical indentation 

in both the contact area and indentation profile. Spherical indentation has a much larger 

surface area (>10 μm2 for a 200 nm indentation) when compared to conical indentation 

where the contact surface area for a 200 nm indentation is < 100 nm2. Figure  5-8 shows 

the YM results for spherical indentations in the different treatments. The results here 
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were similar to those obtained with a conical indenter, and revealed a decrease of 44% in 

cell stiffness for the lower-concentration combination treatment and a decrease of 53% in 

stiffness for the higher-concentration combination treatment (p < 0.005 for both cases 

when comparing untreated versus treated and individual drugs versus the combination). 

 

Figure  5-8. Young’s modulus for retinol/CLA treatments using a spherical indenter. 

Changes in cell stiffness following treatments with retinol and CLA, measured with a spherical 

indenter (polystyrene bead, 19μm diameter), showed a similar trend to the ones measured using a 

conical indenter (Figure  5-6 and Figure  5-7). Treatment with the actin polymerisation inhibitor 

CytD (5μM, 30min) led to a decrease of 58% in YM. This decrease in YM was similar to that 

observed for a combination treatment of retinol and CLA (20μM and 100μM, respectively), 

where a decrease of 53% was observed. 

 

  Although the absolute values for YM differed significantly between conical and 

spherical indentations, it is important to note that the relative change in YM, when 

comparing control to treated cells for each of the two indentation methods, is similar (see 

discussion in  4.3.3). These results show that a decrease in membrane stiffness that 

follows drug treatments is measureable both at the local nano-scale (<100 nm2) and at the 
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global micro-scale (>10 μm2) and appears to be correlated to the number and distribution 

of FAs per cell. 

 

5.3.3 Effect of retinol and CLA on force-induced displacements of 

mitochondria 

As a final step for the investigation of retinol and CLA effects on the cell, mitochondrial 

displacements experiment were conducted for all of the different treatment combinations, 

in a similar way as was done for CytD- and nocodazole-treated cells in Chapter 4. 

Fluorescence images were acquired at 1 sec intervals prior and post-AFM indentation, 

with the control being mitochondrial displacements between two consecutive images 

taken prior to indentation. Trajectories of mitochondria were analysed using the feature 

point tracking algorithm. For each of the treatments, 10 cells were examined with a total 

of ~200 mitochondrial trajectories analysed. Figure  5-9 shows the natural displacement 

(white) next to the force-induced displacements (green) for each of the treatments. 
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Figure  5-9. Effect of retinol and CLA on the force-induced displacement of 

mitochondria. 

For each case, the white bar represents the mean natural displacement (nm) of mitochondria in a 

one-second interval. The green bar represents the mean displacement of mitochondria in the 

consecutive one-second interval, in which AFM indentation took place. The displacement of 

mitochondria following indentation did not show a significant increase in any of the treatments (P 

> 0.1), in comparison to the ~35% increase that was observed for untreated cells (*P < 0.001, 

control versus force-induced displacement). 

 

 Natural mitochondrial motility of compound-treated cells showed no significant 

difference from that of untreated cells (P > 0.1). Interestingly, the mean displacement of 

mitochondria following indentation also did not show a significant increase in any of the 

treatments (P > 0.1 for all treated cells; natural versus force-induced displacement). In 

comparison, untreated cells showed an increase of ~35% in the force-induced 
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displacement (*P < 0.001). A similar effect on force transmission was observed in cells 

treated with cytoskeleton-disrupting drugs (Chapter 4). However, unlike treatments with 

CytD and nocodazole, treatments with retinol did not show an adverse effect on the 

cytoskeleton (compare retinol/CLA-treated cells in Figure  5-3 with CytD/nocodazole-

treated cells, Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4). 
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5.4 Conclusions 

In this study, we examined the effect of two compounds, retinol and CLA, alone and in 

combination, on the number of intact FAs in the cell as well as cell stiffness in 3T3 

fibroblasts. Both retinol and CLA were shown to have a similar dose-dependant impact 

on the number of FAs present at the cell periphery and on the stiffness of 3T3 fibroblasts. 

At lower doses of the two drugs, a decrease of ~20% in FAs was observed, and this 

decrease rose to ~45% when the concentrations were doubled. Interestingly, a 

combination treatment of the two drugs, even in the lower concentrations, led to a 

decrease of ~50% in the number of FAs. This decrease in the number of FAs at the cell 

periphery might have led to an observed increase in cell height of more than 30%, which, 

in turn, led to a significant decrease in the measured YM for the treated cells. Lower-dose 

treatments with the individual compounds led to a decrease of up to ~20% in the 

measured YM, and a combination of the two led to a significant decrease in cell stiffness 

of ~50%. In addition, by quantifying mitochondrial displacements in response to applied 

AFM perturbations, force propagation through the cytoskeleton was shown to be strongly 

attenuated in retinol- and CLA-treated cells. This correlation between the reduction in the 

number of FAs, the decrease in the measured YM and the lack of significant force-

induced mitochondrial displacements, may point to the importance of FAs in maintaining 

the mechanical prestress in the cell, and the direct effect that retinol and CLA have on it. 

 The findings from treatments with a combination of retinol and CLA support the 

view that CLA acts by enhancing the effects of retinol. Previous studies have shown that 

CLA treatment can lead to an increase in retinol levels (Carta, G. et al., 2002). Thus, 
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exposure to CLA could act to enhance levels of cellular retinol and we suggest that this 

could explain the additive effect of the treatment with a combination of the two 

compounds. 

 The significant decrease in YM following the treatments was also observed when 

using a spherical indenter rather than a pyramidal tip, where indentation with a sphere 

covers a larger surface area (>10 μm2). The results were similar to those of pyramidal tip 

indentation, showing that the decrease in stiffness following the treatments is measurable. 

The decrease in the average number of FAs per cell has clear impacts on the mechanical 

properties of the cell over a range of spatial scales. Reduction in cell stiffness can be 

attributed to several factors, including changes in cell shape, the plasma membrane or 

cytoskeleton (or combinations thereof). Previous studies have shown that treatment with 

the actin-disrupting drug, CytD, leads to a significant decrease in cell stiffness as well as 

changes in cell morphology (Charras, G.T. & Horton, M.A., 2002b; Pelling, A.E. & 

Veraitch, F.S. et al., 2007; Rotsch, C. & Radmacher, M., 2000). However, retinol and 

CLA treatments in our study did not show an obvious disruption of the actin cytoskeleton, 

yet led to a similar decrease in cell stiffness. The decrease in cell stiffness was therefore 

driven by a concomitant increase in cell height and a decrease in the number of FAs per 

cell. Staining for FAs showed a significant decrease in their number per cell. This 

relationship between FAs and cell stiffness may point to the important role FAs have on 

governing cell adhesion and consequently the material properties of the cell. The loss of 

FAs, which are mechanically linked to actin stress fibres, could lead to a reduction in 

actin tension and an increase in cell height which drives a decrease in the observed cell 

stiffness. This was followed by a decrease in the efficacy of force propagation through 
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the cytoskeleton, as was evident from the measurements of mitochondrial displacements 

following AFM indentations.  A complex interplay between cell morphology, mechanics 

and adhesion was previously shown, where in a feedback-like mechanism an increase in 

cytoskeleton tension was correlated with induced assembly of FAs and cell spreading 

(Chen, C.S. et al., 2003) 

 Although the exact mechanism in which retinol acts to disrupt FA formation is 

unclear, a possible route that has been previously suggested is the effect it has on 

fibronectin synthesis: RA has been shown to inhibit the synthesis of fibronectin in 3T3 

fibroblasts in a dose-dependent manner (Luigi M. De Luca, G.S., Jun Takatsuka,, 1997; 

Scita, G. et al., 1996) . In addition, adhesion to the substrate was also reduced following 

treatments with RA, together with a decrease in ability of cells to reattach and spread 

(Varani, J. et al., 1989). This decrease in fibronectin secretion by the cell could lead to 

reduction in FAs, which would then lead to the mechanical effects observed here. 

Previous studies observed various biological effects of retinol on the living cell. Here, by 

employing a combination of AFM and fluorescence microscopy, we have shown how 

treatments with retinol and CLA have implications not only on cell biology and gene 

expression, but also a direct effect on the mechanical properties of treated cells. Retinol 

has an effect on proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis (Chambon, P., 1996; Napoli, 

J.L., 1996), which have also been linked to cell mechanics and the mechanical properties 

of the microenvironment (Engler, A.J. et al., 2006; Paszek, M.J. et al., 2005). Therefore, 

understanding the interplay between retinol and cell nanomechanics may help to 

illuminate some of the underlying nanomechanical mechanisms linked to these vital 

biological pathways. 
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 Our results reveal a mechanistic understanding of how these naturally occurring 

compounds may regulate the cell adhesion cascade and their possible role in governing 

tissue function. Their roles in the pathogenesis of several diseases suggest that exploring 

the link between cell adhesion and disease, via the manipulation of the CLA-retinol 

pathway, may be a valuable route to the development of new therapeutics. This is 

particularly so for those conditions in which a mechanical element is apparent in the 

regulation of normal tissue physiology and disease pathogenesis such as vascular and 

bone diseases and tumour cell spread. 
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In this thesis I presented quantitative approaches for investigating and evaluating force 

transmission in live cells. The use of single particle tracking techniques to measure 

intracellular displacements and reorganisations in response to extracellular perturbations, 

combined with real-time information about local and global stiffness variations, not only 

will allow better understanding of force transmission in live, normal cells but may also 

prove useful for diagnosis of the cell ‘state’ in health and disease. The correlation 

between force transmission, cell stiffness and adhesion emphasizes the dependency of the 

different cellular components on each other and the complex interplay between them. 

 

Chapters 2 and 3 presented the techniques and methodology used for visualising 

deformations of the intracellular cytoskeleton and displacements of organelles in 

response to local indentations applied by the AFM. Two different approaches for the 

quantification of intracellular displacements were presented: the fluid registration 

analysis and the feature point tracking algorithm. The application of local AFM 

perturbations were found to increase mitochondrial displacement by ~40% compared to 

their basal displacement, demonstrating the effect of force transmission in live cells. 

 

In Chapter 4 I combined information from stiffness measurements (both localised and 

global) together with single particle tracking in order to investigate the role of the 

cytoskeleton in the long-distance propagation of forces through the cell. The lack of 

increase in mitochondrial displacements following AFM indentation in cells where the 

cytoskeleton was disrupted pointed out the essential role an intact cytoskeletal network 
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has in the propagation of stress. Moreover, similar results were observed for both 

microtubule disruption and actin cytoskeleton disruption, suggesting that both 

cytoskeletal components are equally essential for effective force propagation. 

 

In Chapter 5 I investigated the effect retinol and conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) have on 

various cellular properties: stiffness of the cell was evaluated by measuring the change in 

Young’s modulus following treatments with the compounds; adhesion to the substrate 

was assessed by staining and quantifying of focal adhesions and measurements of cell 

height; finally, the ability of the cells to propagate forces was evaluated by tracking 

displacements of mitochondria in response to perturbations. Treatment of the two 

compounds in combination proved to be highly effective in both reducing the stiffness of 

treated cells (~50%) and in attenuating the displacement of mitochondria in response to 

applied force. These two observations were similar to those seen for cells treated with 

cytoskeletal disrupting drugs CytD and nocodazole (Chapter 4). However, the mechanism 

of action is different, as the cytoskeleton was not disrupted in this case. Rather, a 

decrease in FAs was observed. These results suggest that the existence of cytoskeletal 

network by itself might not be enough for intracellular force transmission; the crucial role 

of focal adhesions in maintaining the adherence of the cell to the surface may also have a 

direct effect on the transduction and propagation of force through the cytoskeleton, 

perhaps by helping to keep it under constant prestress. However, more research needs to 

be done in order to understand the interrelations between the different cellular 

components. 
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Future prospects 

The methodology presented in this study employs a quantitative single particle tracking 

techniques to measure intracellular reorganisation in response to extracellular 

perturbation, combined with real-time information about the local and global variations in 

stiffness. This study demonstrated a correlation between the decrease in organelle 

displacement (both natural and force-induced movement) and the reduction in cell 

stiffness. This technique might provide useful insights into the way forces are transmitted 

through the cell and perhaps enable a way to evaluate cytoskeletal integrity and tension 

by way of its effectiveness to transmit force and from the correlation to the measured 

variations in cell stiffness. It might also prove useful in the diagnosis of cellular 

conditions in health and disease, where correlations between cell state and organelle 

motility may be made.  

 Quantifying the direction of mitochondrial displacements in respect to the nucleus 

(the point of indentation) can give an indication of the directionality of force propagation 

in the cell (after subtracting the baseline of basal mitochondrial displacement). Also, 

quantifying the displacement as function of distance from the indentation point can give 

indication of the transduction efficacy and degree of force dissipation. It would be very 

interesting to compare force-induced displacements of mitochondria with that of 

fluorescent beads or quantum dots on or inside the same cell. Another interesting 

experiment would be to compare the displacement of force-induced mitochondria with 

that of embedded beads in a flexible substrate (such as in the traction force microscopy 

technique). This could be used to investigate the proportion of force that is transmitted 

through the cell compared with that exerted by the cell onto the extracellular matrix. In 
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other words, how much of the mechanical force received by the cell is propagated 

onwards to surrounding cells or the ECM. 

 The methodology presented here, being relatively straight forward to implement, 

could eventually be up-scaled and used for diagnosis of multi-cellular aggregates and 

whole tissues: combining single particle tracking of fluorescent markers, or even non-

invasive indicators such as surface-bound beads, together with localised stiffness 

measurement (a single indentation could be used both for exerting a perturbation and for 

measuring Young’s modulus), may provide important information about cell and tissue 

condition and integrity. Combining AFM with high-speed confocal microscopy imaging 

will allow real-time 3D visualization of the distribution and propagation of forces through 

the living cell, which can then be fitted with mechanical models of the cell and 

significantly contribute to our understanding of cell biophysics. 
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